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A Word About Bethany

Founded in 1905 with a vision for spiritual empowerment, sound biblical scholarship and instruction rooted in practical experience, Bethany Theological Seminary offers men and women an education rich in thoughtful reflection, deep learning, and everyday experience for ministries in the church and the world. Bethany is accredited by the Association of Theological Schools in the United States and Canada and by the Higher Learning Commission. As an institution related to the Church of the Brethren, we affirm the importance of community as we study and engage scripture, theology, history, and spiritual formation. With an academic program that is rigorous in thought and deep with meaning, we seek to bear witness to God’s work in the world through our commitments to justice and simplicity in the manner of our living, in peacemaking and reconciliation, and in service, care for creation, and holistic mission.

Welcoming all qualified students, Bethany Seminary prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, gender, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, national or ethnic origin or religion. Bethany’s student body includes creative and imaginative individuals from many Christian denominations and geographical locations both in the United States and abroad. You will study with women and men, single and married, older and younger, distance and local students in a number of course formats to include weekly classes, weekend intensives, online courses, and two-week intensives. Bethany’s educational community extends beyond its own student body, faculty, and staff to include our partner seminary, the Earlham School of Religion and other nearby seminaries as well as congregations and service agencies. In this educational context you will find challenging diversity in theological perspective, academic interest, and vocational direction. We look forward to what you bring to the classroom and to worship, to what we will provide you, and to how together our understanding and faith in Jesus Christ will contribute to the vision and reality of God’s Kingdom.

PURPOSE OF HANDBOOK

This handbook is designed to help you understand how Bethany functions as a community of scholars and Christians and to direct you to activities and resources available to you. Other students, faculty and staff will be glad to provide information about topics not included in the handbook. Use this handbook as a reference for answers as questions arise. Do not hesitate to ask for help. Receptionists at both Bethany and the Earlham School of Religion (ESR) are very helpful.

Please familiarize yourself with the various school policies found in this handbook at the beginning of the year. Use this handbook as a reference for answers as questions arise.

The content of this publication is for informational purposes only and is not intended to be used as a contract between Bethany Theological Seminary and any other party. Bethany Theological Seminary reserves the right to change, eliminate, and add to any existing (and to introduce additional) rules, regulations, policies, fees and other charges, courses of study and academic requirements. Whenever it does so, the Seminary will give as much advanced notice as it considers feasible or appropriate, but it reserves the right in all cases to do so without notice. This handbook is reviewed and updated annually typically during the summer, with the new version available prior to the start of the fall semester.

STUDENT RELEASE FOR PHOTOGRAPHS, RECORDINGS, AND BROADCASTS

From time to time Bethany Theological Seminary may take photographs, recordings, videos, or broadcasts of class sessions, chapel, or other events, both for educational and promotional purposes.

With respect to any photographs, sound or video recordings, or quotes taken directly of/from you or in which you may be included with others in a group, by virtue of your enrollment at Bethany Theological Seminary, you grant Bethany the right and permission:

1. to use, publish, broadcast, republish in whole or in part, individually or in conjunction with other media, in any form of media currently known or developed in the future;
2. to copyright resulting media in Bethany’s name or otherwise;
3. to make such use for any purpose whatever, be it for education, illustration, promotion, art, advertising and trade, or any other purpose reasonably consistent with Bethany’s mission;
4. to use your name in connection with the media if Bethany so chooses; and you hereby release and discharge Bethany Theological Seminary from any and all claims and demands arising out of or in connection with the use of these materials.

You may request to opt out of this release by contacting the director of marketing and communications in writing.
Our Mission

SO THAT THE WORLD FLOURISHES!
BETHANY THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY engages, educates, and empowers servant leaders to forge genuine change in the church, their communities, and our world.

Bethany’s Strategic Vision speaks to its educational philosophy and commitment to education: Anchored in its commitment to academic freedom, Bethany enunciates a strong prophetic witness rooted in a deep theological understanding of scripture and the Anabaptist traditions of disciple-making, peacebuilding, conflict transformation, and advocacy for justice. Bethany claims a position as a leading center for the study and practice of emerging areas of religious interest across faith traditions. Bethany exemplifies the best of high-impact learning practices, engaging students in an ongoing dialogue of theory and practice to develop servant leaders with both deep theological understanding and the sensitivity and skill to forge genuine change in church and community. Engaging people of diverse religious, national, geographic and social backgrounds, on the campus and beyond, the Bethany community nourishes respect for differences and sustains spiritual empowerment for students and alumni. (Strategic Vision, March 25, 2017)

Our Mission is enhanced by partnerships with the Earlham School of Religion and those that make educational opportunities accessible in other locations: graduate courses through the Susquehanna Valley Ministry Center and non-graduate study and continuing education through the Brethren Academy for Ministerial Leadership and SVMC.

Community Life and Principles

ACCESS TO BETHANY CENTER
The Bethany Center is located on the Earlham College campus in Richmond, IN. During normal office hours, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. Students needing access to the building at other times will use their student ID cards to gain access.

ACCESS TO COMPUTERS AND NETWORKS
The use of the seminary computers and network is subject to the guidelines published on the SCS Moodle site. Students are responsible for being familiar with these guidelines. SCS may be contacted via phone (765)983-5556, email (support@bethanyseminary.edu), or in person (Room 209 in the ESR Center).

While using the seminary computer systems and resources, you must:

- Obey all federal and state laws, as well as seminary policies and procedures.
- Protect your user accounts from unauthorized use (do not share your password).
- Report attempted breaches of IT security systems to your immediate supervisor, the seminary dean, or SCS.
- Use another person’s username and/or password.
- Use another person’s system or data without authorization.
- Do anything to negatively affect the equipment’s performance capabilities.
- Install software onto seminary-owned equipment; if you need an application installed for the performance of your duties, send an email to SCS (support@bethanyseminary.edu).
- Store personal documents on seminary servers.
- Log off your computer account prior to leaving a computer unattended.

And you must not:

- Use another person’s system or data without authorization.
- Use another person’s username and/or password.
- Attempt to bypass security software or settings in place, or otherwise gain access to resources or data to which you have no legitimate rights.
- Leave a seminary-owned portable device unattended or unsecured.
- Do anything to negatively affect the equipment’s performance capabilities.
- Install software onto seminary-owned equipment; if you need an application installed for the performance of your duties, send an email to SCS (support@bethanyseminary.edu).
- Use seminary systems for commercial or political purposes.
- Store personal documents.

INTERNET ACCESS
Bethany Seminary provides students with wireless Internet access on the seminary campus. Any use of Bethany’s Internet connection should comply with all current seminary policies. Any illegal activity performed using seminary-owned equipment or using the seminary Internet connection is likely to result in separation from the seminary and criminal prosecution. This includes criminal mischief performed with noble intent.

COMPUTER LABS
Students have access to the seminary computer lab in Room 201 in the ESR Center and a laptop lab in Room 209. The labs are maintained by both Bethany and ESR and serve both communities. At this time there are no fees for printing. The lab is unlocked during normal building hours (7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, excluding school holidays). During other hours students may gain access to the building and the labs using their Bethany ID card.

Bethany students may also use the provided printer in the study room of the Brethren building. Students with printer problems should contact SCS for assistance.
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EARLHAM COLLEGE LABS
Bethany students are welcome at any of the computer labs located on the Earlham College campus. These labs are governed by Earlham College’s Information Technology Services (ITS) and are not under the control of Seminary Computer Services (SCS).

STUDENT-OWNED COMPUTERS
SCS is not responsible for the support of personal equipment, short of providing assistance in connecting to the seminary network and printers. Students may wish to check with their retailer before buying any software as significant academic discounts are often available.

Computer Requirements for Students
Certain minimum requirements are necessary to ensure that your computer is capable of utilizing the various educational systems utilized by the seminary. Students must either own or have access to equipment with these minimum requirements. These requirements will be reviewed annually and updated as needed. Students with questions about whether their equipment meets these requirements should contact SCS for assistance. Links to relevant software will be maintained at the SCS Moodle site.

Minimum Requirements for Personal Computers
- Computer: desktop or laptop (not a tablet or other device as primary equipment)
- Processor: 1.8 GHz; minimum; Dualcore or better; recommended
- RAM: 2 GB minimum; 4 GB or more is recommended
- Operating System: Windows 7 or newer; or macOS 10.12 or newer; or Linux
- Internet-access: DSL, cable, or other high-speed service
- Software:
  - A word processor capable of saving DOCX or PDF files, such as Microsoft Office, LibreOffice, or Pages
  - A PDF reader such as Adobe Reader
  - A web browser: Microsoft Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, or Apple Safari (some services may not be compatible with Safari)

Requirements for Connections students:
- Webcam
- Headphones with a microphone

In many cases, using headphones and an external microphone provides a better experience for all participants rather than using a laptop’s internal microphone and speakers
- Some classes may require other software, including:
  - Zoom or Skype

Students may use the PCs located in the computer lab, which will meet or exceed these same requirements.

USE OF OFFICE COMPUTERS
Students serving as assistants to faculty and staff members may have access to seminary owned computers if necessary for their responsibilities. Such use should be limited to work-related tasks; coursework should be confined to lab or personal computers. Use of a faculty or staff computer is at the invitation and discretion of the faculty or staff member for whom the student is working. Front desk workers are not allowed to use the computer or copier in that location when they are not working.

EMAIL
All seminary students, regardless of location, are issued usernames, passwords, and an email account by Seminary Computer Services. All seminary-related emails will be sent to your seminary address. Students may automatically forward their email to a third party address, but are still responsible for remembering their username and password, which also provide access to other services, including the library and other resources. Many important reminders and policy updates are communicated via email and it is the responsibility of the student to remain informed.

EMAIL LISTS
There are two electronic mailing lists (aka “listservs”) for seminary student use, students@bethanyseminary.edu, and one for both seminaries, students@sem.earlham.edu. Please use the appropriate list for your intended audience. Posts are moderated by Academic Services.

Students are automatically subscribed to the appropriate list when they matriculate. Important information is distributed via the student list, so it is important that you remain subscribed. We try to keep superfluous or undesirable posting off of the list, so please use discretion and follow the guidelines below when posting.

WEEKLY ANNOUNCEMENTS
Bethany informs its community of events through several means: The board in the gathering room, student listserv, the front page of the Bethany website, and the Academic Services Website. We share a Facebook page with ESR, called ESR/ETS Community Life Page that you are automatically added to, but may opt out at any time.

ADVISING/PERSONAL COUNSELING
The faculty at Bethany is interested in your well-being. Every faculty member is available for a limited amount of advising not only on academic matters, and as an initial contact for personal concerns. Faculty advisors are assigned to each student upon entrance to Bethany. These assignments may change from year to year due to sabbatical accommodations or other administrative reasons. For specific concerns, you are referred to the following for special counselling advice. All individuals listed are available to students through email or by telephone, regardless of your location.

Members of the Pastoral Care Team: prayer and ministry concerns; concerns linked to Brethren faith and practice, national and global concerns and pastoral care. Prayer concerns are shared online for persons connected directly with Bethany: students, employees, trustees, emeriti faculty and staff, and their immediate families.

Coordinator of Student Financial Services: concerns about finances and financial aid.

Academic Dean/Faculty Advisors: issues related to academic life or vocational identity.

Director of Student Development: support regarding spiritual formation, personal issues, vocational/educational discernment, academic issues, interpersonal conflicts, student success coaching, housing and employment. This office oversees several funds to assist students in times of emergency or counseling needs.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT: WORK STUDY
Bethany has a limited number of openings for student employment both on and off campus. Students must qualify by meeting federal guidelines and demonstrating Financial need. For information regarding Work-Study employment and job availability, go to https://bethanyseminary.edu/admissions/financial-aid/ or contact the Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant.

Bethany Theological Seminary’s policy prohibits discrimination in employment opportunities or practices with regard to race, gender, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, national or ethnic origin, or religion.

CHAPEL
Chapel services are held at Bethany’s Nicarry Chapel most Wednesdays at 12:00 p.m. Providing worshipful and educational opportunities for Bethany students, these services are coordinated by class members of each year’s “Patterns of Worship” class (M220) under the supervision of the teaching faculty member responsible for that course and with the assistance of a Student Chapel Coordinator (SCC). Faculty, staff, and students are invited to preach sermons, design and lead thoughtful and creative worship services as coordinated with the SCC and the faculty member.

For those who have not yet participated in the Patterns of worship course, please contact the faculty member and/or the SCC if you would like to help prepare, contribute to, and/or lead one of these services because all services are reviewed before presentation and/or bulletin preparation. Students must successfully complete an introductory-level preaching course before preaching in chapel.

On the first and third Thursdays of each month during the Fall and Spring semesters, Joint Services of Worship are held for the Bethany and ESR communities at 11:45 a.m. at either Nicarry Chapel in the Bethany Center or the Quigg Worship Room of ESR.

JOINT CHAPEL AND OTHER WORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Joint worship services are coordinated by the Joint Worship Committee of both seminaries. Persons interested in serving on this committee to help plan meaningful and creative worship services for both seminaries are encouraged to contact the Academic Dean or the Bethany faculty representative. Other worship opportunities include programmed and unprogrammed services of worship coordinated by ESR throughout the week. Locations and times of chapel events will be posted on the “weekly white board” in the Gathering Room and through email announcements from the SCC. All members of the Bethany and ESR communities are welcome to attend all worship events as members of the faculty, students, staff, and guests from various denominations lead worship and speak at these services. During January
Earlham College Health Services is open Monday - Friday from 9:30 a.m. until 10:00 p.m. when classes are in session. There is a fee of $25 per visit to see an RN and $30 per visit to see a Doctor or Nurse Practitioner. Labs, medicines and supplies have an additional fee. Students will need to submit their own insurance claims. Health Services is closed during break periods, including the entire summer, from early May until late August. To contact Health Services, please telephone (765) 983-1346.

Music
Music in the Church of the Brethren is an art form, and we encourage small ensembles, individual musicians and others to coordinate special music for worship through the Ministry of Worship class. Your musical offerings are welcomed. Please contact the faculty representative to joint chapel if you would like to offer something for Bethany Chapel. Some years, there is a specially called choir for the Academic Ceremony at Commencement, determined year by year by the Commencement Events Committee.

Social, Recreational, and Outreach Activities
Activities are planned and coordinated through various Community Governance Committees and individual students. Announcements go out via the Bethany student Facebook page, student listserv and on the board in the gathering room. Bethany students also benefit from the numerous athletic events and cultural activities of Earlham College. Students should feel empowered to organize an activity, if none has been planned.

Sports and Outdoor Activities in Richmond, IN
All currently enrolled Bethany students may purchase a membership to the Earlham College Athletics & Wellness Center (AWC). The fee for the AWC will be collected at the time of enrollment or renewal of your membership. Obtain a receipt which may be brought to Bethany and a small subsidy of the membership cost may be available from the Seminary. Days and hours the Wellness Center is accessible will be announced on the Earlham website. Outdoor sports facilities on the Earlham campus include several tennis courts, numerous athletic fields and greens. The woods on the southwest edge of the college campus provides hiking and riding trails. Bethany and ESB students are encouraged to participate in Earlham’s intramural sports.

In the Richmond area, there are twenty local parks, one public golf courses (Highland) and one public pool. The Regional Arboretum on Elks Road occupies over 400 acres of the city’s east side and features a nature center, and offers educational workshops and tours.

Local Cultural Activities
Various cultural and entertainment events are presented on the Earlham College campus each year. Theater productions, concerts, and convocations featuring noted speakers are among the offerings. A number of events are free of charge; others require an entrance fee. Check at the Runyan desk to see if student discounts apply to Bethany students.

Local year-round entertainment includes productions by the Richmond Civic Theater, and Richmond Symphony Orchestra.

For museum goers, the Joseph Moore Museum featuring natural history exhibits is on the college campus and the Wayne County Historical Museum is in the Stute Historical District at North 12th and "A" Streets downtown. The Morrison Reeves Library, located at 80 North Sixth Street, regularly sponsors monthly brown bag luncheons featuring local entertainment and regularly schedules children’s programs and story hours.

For additional information about local attractions and activities contact the Wayne County Convention and Tourism Bureau at (765) 931-9690 or visit their website.

Student Initiated Activities
Student initiated activities are encouraged at Bethany. In recent years students have organized men and women’s groups, worship, prayer and Bible study groups, and various support and interest groups. Your leadership will ensure that events happen. To organize an activity, outing, or group please contact the Student Leadership Team for coordination, and make your announcements through the student listserv, Facebook, and the board in the gathering room. As our student body expands to include individuals from many states, students are encouraged to be creative in how they initiate activities. Connection students can think creatively as to how they might form regional group or online spirituality groups. The Director of Student Development is able to assist with some monetary funds as well as other manners of support.

Students with Disabilities/Special Needs
Students with disabilities/special needs that require special accommodation should contact the Director of Student Development as soon as possible following the submission of the enrollment deposit. The Bethany Center is a fully accessible and user-friendly facility. See the Disability Policy in this handbook. Accommodation Plans must be written within the first two weeks of the start of semester classes in order to be submitted to professors in a timely manner.

Worship in Churches
All congregations welcome student members. There is no official Seminary church. You are encouraged to associate with a local church for worship, fellowship, and spiritual nurture. The Director of Student Development will be happy to help a student find a meaningful fit for church involvement. Bethany’s Pastoral Care Team strongly recommends being part of a faith community while in seminary.

Lifestyle
Students admitted to Bethany Theological Seminary understand that their lifestyle should be guided by the ethos of the Church of the Brethren as specified by official statements of its Annual Conference. That ethos emphasizes equal support for individual conscience and the willingness to submit one’s lifestyle to the support and approval of the Seminary community. Like the Church of the Brethren, the Bethany community uses the New Testament as a guide for determining how new persons should relate to each other in love and concern. (Adopted by the Board of Directors, March 31, 1978, and the Joint Faculty/Student Meeting, May 10, 1978.)

Personal relationships between students and employees
As an academic institution, at no time is a student to enter into a dating relationship with an employee.

Disciplinary Action
In the event of disciplinary action, the ruling shall be as follows:
1. The decision of the President and the Academic Dean may be appealed to the Faculty;
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Earlham College Health Services

Community Life Bethany is dependent upon each person and their participation. In many cases, friendships, outings, and shared interests will arise out of the interaction on campus and through online course connections. We encourage each student, their families, faculty and staff members to be open to the possibilities of community as it takes shape each year, wherever the student may be located. If you want to see something happen, you can either lead out or contact the Student Leadership Team or the Director of Student Development.

Community Creation
Community Life at Bethany is dependent upon each person and their participation. In many cases, friendships, outings, and shared interests will arise out of the interaction on campus and through online course connections. We encourage each student, their families, faculty and staff members to be open to the possibilities of community as it takes shape each academic year, wherever the student may be located. If you want to see something happen, you can either lead out or contact the Student Leadership Team or the Director of Student Development.

Bethany Neighborhood
The Bethany Neighborhood is located on the corner of College Avenue and C Street. 4-5 houses join backyards to create a common area. Each house is part of Bethany and a small subsidy of the membership fee. Obtain a receipt which may be brought to Bethany and a small subsidy of the membership cost may be available from the Seminary. Days and hours the Wellness Center is accessible will be announced on the Earlham website.

Outdoor sports facilities on the Earlham campus include several tennis courts, numerous athletic fields and greens. The woods on the southwest edge of the college campus provides hiking and riding trails. Bethany and ESB students are encouraged to participate in Earlham’s intramural sports.

In the Richmond area, there are twenty local parks, one public golf courses (Highland) and one public pool. The Regional Arboretum on Elks Road occupies over 400 acres of the city’s east side and features a nature center, and offers educational workshops and tours.

Local Cultural Activities
Various cultural and entertainment events are presented on the Earlham College campus each year. Theater productions, concerts, and convocations featuring noted speakers are among the offerings. A number of events are free of charge; others require an entrance fee. Check at the Runyan desk to see if student discounts apply to Bethany students.

Local year-round entertainment includes productions by the Richmond Civic Theater, and Richmond Symphony Orchestra.

For museum goers, the Joseph Moore Museum featuring natural history exhibits is on the college campus and the Wayne County Historical Museum is in the Stute Historical District at North 12th and “A” Streets downtown. The Morrison Reeves Library, located at 80 North Sixth Street, regularly sponsors monthly brown bag luncheons featuring local entertainment and regularly schedules children’s programs and story hours.

For additional information about local attractions and activities contact the Wayne County Convention and Tourism Bureau at (765) 931-9690 or visit their website.

Student Initiated Activities
Student initiated activities are encouraged at Bethany. In recent years students have organized men and women’s groups, worship, prayer and Bible study groups, and various support and interest groups. Your leadership will ensure that events happen. To organize an activity, outing, or group please contact the Student Leadership Team for coordination, and make your announcements through the student listserv, Facebook, and the board in the gathering room. As our student body expands to include individuals from many states, students are encouraged to be creative in how they initiate activities. Connection students can think creatively as to how they might form regional group or online spirituality groups. The Director of Student Development is able to assist with some monetary funds as well as other manners of support.

Students with Disabilities/Special Needs
Students with disabilities/special needs that require special accommodation should contact the Director of Student Development as soon as possible following the submission of the enrollment deposit. The Bethany Center is a fully accessible and user-friendly facility. See the Disability Policy in this handbook. Accommodation Plans must be written within the first two weeks of the start of semester classes in order to be submitted to professors in a timely manner.

Worship in Churches
All congregations welcome student members. There is no official Seminary church. You are encouraged to associate with a local church for worship, fellowship, and spiritual nurture. The Director of Student Development will be happy to help a student find a meaningful fit for church involvement. Bethany’s Pastoral Care Team strongly recommends being part of a faith community while in seminary.

Lifestyle
Students admitted to Bethany Theological Seminary understand that their lifestyle should be guided by the ethos of the Church of the Brethren as specified by official statements of its Annual Conference. That ethos emphasizes equal support for individual conscience and the willingness to submit one’s lifestyle to the support and approval of the Seminary community. Like the Church of the Brethren, the Bethany community uses the New Testament as a guide for determining how new persons should relate to each other in love and concern. (Adopted by the Board of Directors, March 31, 1978, and the Joint Faculty/Student Meeting, May 10, 1978.)

Personal relationships between students and employees
As an academic institution, at no time is a student to enter into a dating relationship with an employee.

Disciplinary Action
In the event of disciplinary action, the ruling shall be as follows:
1. The decision of the President and the Academic Dean may be appealed to the Faculty;
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION POLICY

All schools, which receive Federal Financial Aid funds (Title IV), are required to have in place a plan to prevent and treat drug abuse among students, faculty, and staff. These requirements are contained in two separate, but related laws:

- The Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1998 (Public Law 105 - 600).

Bethany Theological Seminary is concerned about the use of drugs by members of the community. A “Statement on the use of Alcohol and Tobacco on the Bethany Campus” was adopted by the faculty and board in 1969.

All employees of the Seminary (including student employees) can expect a “drug-free work place.” That is, employees will not be offered drugs or expected to work with fellow employees whose jobs are affected by substance abuse.

While few members of the Bethany community have experienced problems with substance abuse, the Seminary stands ready to help anyone who experiences problems in this regard.

Our Policy

1. Members of the community are expected to refrain from the use of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs. In our time the use of beverage alcohol and the consequences of its use have become one of the greatest social problems. Because it impairs mental and physical acuity, drinking is the cause of a large share of the injuries and fatalities that occur on the highways. Because it is a depressant drug, alcohol dulls sensibilities, releases inhibitions and causes [people] to be unable to respond to the love of God or neighbor. Because it is a habit-forming drug to many people, alcohol has resulted in the disease of alcoholism, the incidence of which is exceeded only by heart disease and cancer in the United States. It is urgent that Christians use every opportunity to point out the need for greater attention to and care for those who are subject to alcoholism. In his/her care for the neighbor, the Christian is called to witness in his/her personal life against the evils of beverage alcohol and to oppose the massive social and economic pressures that promote its use.

2. Students or employees who experience difficulty with substance abuse can expect some help from the Seminary:
   a. Students or employees who need such therapeutic intervention.
   b. Any student or employee who experiences trouble with substance abuse is encouraged to apply for financial support toward participation in one of the many drug treatment programs in our geographic area. The amount of support will be dependent on the person’s financial position. The primary financial responsibility rests with the substance abuser, but the support is made available both to encourage use of a treatment program and to encourage the abuser not to hide his/her problem. The Seminary sets aside a sum of money each year to subsidize counseling.

HAZARDOUS POLICY

Bethany Theological Seminary is committed to developing a work environment free of unlawful discrimination and harassment. Each individual has the right to work in a professional atmosphere that promotes equal employment opportunities and prohibits discriminatory practices, including harassment. Therefore, Bethany Theological Seminary expects that all relationships among persons in the office will be business-like and free of bias, prejudice, and harassment.

It is the policy of Bethany Theological Seminary to ensure equal employment opportunity without discrimination or harassment on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, age, disability, marital status, citizenship, or any other characteristic protected by law. Bethany Theological Seminary prohibits any such discrimination or harassment.

Individuals and Conduct Covered

These policies apply to all employees, students and applicants, whether related to conduct engaged in by fellow employees or someone not directly connected to Bethany Theological Seminary (e.g., an outside vendor, consultant, or customer).

Conduct prohibited by these policies is unacceptable in the workplace and in any work-related setting outside the workplace, such as during seminary trips, seminary meetings and seminary related social events.

Sexual Harassment

A. Introductions

Bethany Theological Seminary is committed by Christian faith to justice for all persons and will not tolerate any behavior, verbal or physical, by any person associated with the Seminary, which constitutes sexual harassment against any other person associated with the Seminary.

Sexual harassment is an intimate assault on another’s personhood, is unacceptable to the Bethany community, and is prohibited by Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) regulations (Section 703, Title VII).

In this section we address the very serious issue of unethical sexual behavior. Our purposes are: 1) to name the issue, quite simply, we want to break the conspiracy of silence surrounding sexual abuse in the academic setting; 2) to suggest strategies for education and prevention of sexual abuse and misconduct; 3) to identify areas in which healing and reconciliation can be supported within the Bethany community.

In the religious community committed to reverence toward all life and respect for each individual’s dignity, we consider it a sin for any person in a position of authority and trust to become inappropriately involved with those over whom he or she holds power. Violation of this prescription increases the likelihood that persons will be harmed and not helped by the professional relationship.

Bethany Community members are informed that inappropriate sexual conduct does sometimes happen and that this situation constitutes a violation of Bethany Community ethical standards.

B. Definition of Sexual Harassment

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has established the following criteria for determining what constitutes unlawful sexual harassment:

Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when (i) either explicitly or implicitly, (ii) submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for employment decisions affecting such an individual, or (iii) such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with an individual’s work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment.

Expanded Definition for an Academic Institution

An academic institution comprises a unique “workplace” in which students must also be accorded all of the protection provided for those employed by the institution. Therefore, the Seminary interprets the language of the EEOC document in the following way: “employment” shall be read as “employment or academic standing”; “work” shall be read as “work or study;” “working” shall be read as “working or studying.”

With this adaptation for an academic institution, Bethany uses the definition of the EEOC quoted above as the definition of sexual harassment in this policy statement.

C. Effects of Sexual Harassment

Sexual harassment undermines the integrity of the employment and/or learning relationship. Sexual harassment can result in devastation to persons, excessive absenteeism and turnover, loss of students, loss of morale, polarization of staff and a decrease in credibility of individual professionals, students and the institution.

It is an attack upon the spirit of the person and is immoral. Sexual harassment can cause psychological, physical, and economic problems for its victims. In addition to the anxiety that the expectation for sexual favors may cause, there may be an underlying message that non-compliance may lead to reprisals. These reprisals can include escalation of the harassment, poor work assignments, sabotaging work, sarcasm, unsatisfactory evaluations, threatened demotions, transfers, poor job references, slander, gossip, blackmail, poor grades and other forms of retribution.

There has been a longstanding tradition in our society of concealing the facts of such events, as well as a reticence to discuss the problem. Often this is done in the interest of confidentiality for the victims, or to protect a professional image, however, because of this
conspiracy of silence, the victims may not be protected or helped, the accused may not be respectfully and adequately dealt with, and the community trust is violated.

The effect of silence is devastating. The personal lives of those involved are shattered and the ongoing mission of the Seminary could be severely curtailed. Silence could prevent any movement toward forgiveness, reconciliation, and healing.

D. Preventative Strategies
It is recommended that:

1. Early in each academic year the policy on Sexual Harassment and this paper be circulated to all students and employees and that an open meeting regarding the policy and related matters be held.

2. The Seminary President or designee, at the time of the calling or appointment of a new staff person discusses this policy with that new person.

3. From time-to-time appropriate workshops and courses on this topic be made available on campus.

E. Guidelines for Making and Responding to Allegations
We assume that members of the Bethany community are competent and ethical and do not engage in unethical sexual conduct. But if such coercive and exploitive conduct does occur, the Seminary will address the problem immediately.

Consultation
A survivor may seek information and support from a resource in the community without automatic commencement of a judicial process or formal complaint process. The highest degree of confidentiality will be used in such a conversation. The faculty members of the Pastoral Care Team and the Academic Dean are in confidence. After consultation, a member of the Pastoral Care Team and the Academic Dean will work together while at the same time fully implementing this policy.

F. The Community Members’ Responsibilities
Any person who witnesses this type of behavior has a responsibility to report it to the President or the Academic Dean. If the harasser is an employee’s immediate supervisor or a faculty member, the witness should support the harassed person in reporting the incident.

If the harasser is from off-campus, the harassed employee or student and any person witnessing the incident have the responsibility to report the incident so that the matter can be taken up with the appropriate business, agency, etc. It is the duty of all persons to report any acts of sexual harassment toward employees or students to the President or the Academic Dean, who will take appropriate action.

An employee, student or guest who perceives the comments, gestures or actions of another person to be sexually harassing should communicate to that person that such behavior is unwelcome; however, failure to express unwelcomeness does not prevent that person from filing a complaint nor does it in any way exonerate the harasser.

Any employee or student who believes he/she has been sexually harassed or asked to perform a sexual favor should immediately report the incident to a supervisor or advisor. If the harasser is the employee’s supervisor or a student’s advisor and the employee or student does not feel that the situation was adequately resolved, he/she should report the incident(s) to the Academic Dean or the President.

G. Ministry Formation
If a student in the context of a Ministry Formation placement feels he/she is being sexually harassed in the placement, the student must document in writing the behavior in as much detail as possible and send a report to the supervisor and the seminary (Ministry Formation faculty).

In like manner, a Ministry Formation supervisor must record, document, and report to the Ministry Formation Faculty any incident observed or reported, in agreement with the student. The Ministry Formation faculty will attend to the student or supervisor’s statement and together with the student and/or supervisor, will consider the most appropriate course of action in consultation with the academic dean.

Included among the options are: investigation of the complaint; immediate termination of the placement; confrontation of the supervisor if that person is involved in the abuse; consultation with the supervisor if abuse is coming from another source; discontinuation of this site as a placement; informing the abusing person or person’s superior. If the student is removed from the setting, there will be no adverse effect upon the student’s standing and accumulated hours would be reapplied to a subsequent ministry formation setting. Ministry Formation faculty will work with the student to process this experience and to offer support.

If the issue is not resolved to the satisfaction of the parties involved, the student, supervisor, or Ministry Formation faculty may refer the matter to the Harassment Committee for the seminary.

Statistical Crime Report: Clergy Act
All institutions of higher learning are required to submit crime statistics. Bethany Theological Seminary participates with Earlham College Campus Safety and Security in such reporting. A survivor may seek a supportive consultation which is confidential, but a crime statistic report must be filed. This is a form which notes date, time, location, type of crime. No name of survivor or perpetrator is required. Any faculty member may complete the form, sending it to Campus Safety and Security.

Supervisors and Advisors Responsibilities
Confidentiality
Bethany Theological Seminary will make all reasonable efforts to maintain the confidentiality of all parties involved in a harassment investigation. For example, some details or identities may need to be revealed in order to fully investigate the harassment complaint.

An individual reporting harassment, discrimination or retaliation should be assured, however, that Bethany Theological Seminary may find it necessary to take action to address such conduct beyond an informal discussion. This decision will be discussed with the individual.

A supervisor or advisor must listen to a complaint and regard it as serious.

A supervisor or advisor must not shrug off the complaint, minimize it or otherwise discourage persons from reporting such complaints. The supervisor or advisor shall record and document the complaint, inform the President in writing that a complaint has been made, initiate an immediate preliminary investigation to determine the validity of the complaint, and provide a copy of the final report to the President regardless of the findings.

H. Disciplinary Guidelines
The Seminary will impose penalties for sexual harassment, as follows:

1. For verbal comments or assaults, gestures, sexually graphic materials, offensive sexual jokes, the Seminary will impose a range of penalties from an informal reprimand to dismissal.

2. For indecent exposure or for touching in areas other than those described in category 3 below, the Seminary will impose a range of penalties, from a formal reprimand to dismissal.

3. For physical assaults, touching of breasts, buttocks or genital areas, the Seminary will impose a range of penalties from suspension to dismissal and criminal prosecution. In the case of employees, such suspension shall be without pay.

I. Healing and Reconciliation
The purpose of the community in implementing the policy is to discern the truth in the spirit of Matthew 18, and to give the opportunity for confession, forgiveness and reconciliation. Both the consultation approach and the complaint approach in the policy will focus upon these goals. Professional counseling may be a part of the process.

Other Unlawful Harassment
A. Definition
Harassment on the basis of any other protected characteristic is also strictly prohibited. Under this policy, harassment is verbal or physical conduct that derogates or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual because of his/her race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, citizenship or any other characteristic protected by law or that of his/her relatives, friends, or associates, and that: (i) has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment; (ii) has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work performance; or (iii) otherwise adversely affects an individual’s employment opportunities.

Harassing conduct includes, but is not limited to: epithets, slurs, or negative stereotyping; threatening, intimidating or hostile acts; derogatory jokes; and written or graphic material that derogates or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual or that is placed on walls or elsewhere on the employer’s premises or circulated in the workplace.

Individuals found to be performing such harassing conduct will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination.
B. Reporting an Incident of Harassment or Discrimination
Bethany Theological Seminary encourages prompt reporting of all perceived incidents of harassment, discrimination, or retaliation, regardless of the offender’s identity or position so that rapid and corrective action can be taken before relationships become irreparably damaged. Therefore, while no fixed reporting period has been established, early reporting and intervention have proven to be the most effective method of resolving actual or perceived incidents of harassment.

In addition, Bethany Theological Seminary encourages individuals who believe they are being subjected to such conduct to promptly advise the offender that his or her behavior is unwelcome and request that it be discontinued. Often this action alone will resolve the problem. Bethany Theological Seminary recognizes, however, that an individual may prefer to pursue the matter through informal or formal complaint procedures.

C. Complaint Procedures
If for any reason an individual does not wish to address the offender directly, or if addressing the offender does not successfully end the offensive conduct, the individual should notify his/her immediate supervisor or a member of the Bethany Theological Seminary Human Resources Department.

Any reported allegations of harassment, discrimination or retaliation will be investigated promptly. The investigation may include individual interviews with the parties involved and, where necessary, with individuals who may have observed the alleged conduct or may have other relevant knowledge.

If a party to a complaint does not agree with its resolution, that party may appeal to the President of Bethany Theological Seminary. The President of Bethany Theological Seminary will make every reasonable effort to ensure that all necessary persons are familiar with these policies and aware that any complaint in violation of such policies will be investigated and resolved appropriately.

Finally, these policies should not, and may not, be used as a basis for excluding or separating individuals of a particular gender, or any other protected characteristic, from participating in, or benefiting from, any work related social activities or discussions. In other words, no one should make the mistake of engaging in discrimination or exclusion in order to avoid allegations of harassment. The law and the policies of Bethany Theological Seminary prohibit disparate treatment on the basis of sex or any other protected characteristic, with regard to terms, conditions, privileges and prerequisites of employment. The prohibitions against harassment, discrimination and retaliation are intended to complement and further those policies, not to form the basis of an exception to them.

SMOKING AND TOBACCO USE POLICY
Bethany Theological Seminary is committed to providing a safe and healthy working and learning environment for the students, faculty, staff, and visitors on its campus. This policy applies to all faculty, staff, students, and visitors on campus. Smoking and/or tobacco use is prohibited within the boundaries of the Seminary properties including all buildings, facilities, indoor and outdoor spaces, and grounds owned, rented, operated, and/or licensed by the Seminary and Earlham College, parking lots, walkways, sidewalks, seminary All Bethany-owned and rented facilities and Earlham College campus are smoke-free.

For the purposes of this policy, smoking and tobacco use include but are not limited to cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, electronic smoking devices, hookahs, pipes, smoking apparatuses, spices, cloves, all smokeless tobacco products, and all illegal substances.

SOLICITATION
In an effort to ensure a productive and harmonious work environment, persons not employed by Bethany Theological Seminary may not solicit or distribute literature in the workplace at any time for any purpose. Bethany Theological Seminary recognizes that employees may have interests in events and organizations outside the workplace. However, employees may not solicit or distribute literature concerning these activities during working time.

(Writing time does not include lunch periods, work breaks, or any other periods in which employees are not on duty.)

Bulletin boards are reserved for official organization communications.

EARLHAM COLLEGE PUBLIC SAFETY
Because Bethany is located on the grounds and property of Earlham College, we include these statements from Earlham College Public Safety as applying to the Bethany community.

The mission of the Earlham College Department of Public Safety is to provide a reasonably safe campus environment to further the educational goals of the College. Only through collective community efforts can our mission be accomplished.

The Department of Public Safety is committed to courtesy and excellence and is primarily a service-oriented department that protects lives, rights and property under the laws of the State of Indiana and Earlham College Community Principles and Practices.

The Earlham College Department of Public Safety maintains a cooperative relationship with local and state law enforcement agencies. An excellent working relationship exists between the Earlham College Department of Campus Safety and Security and the Richmond Police Department. Crimes involving major property loss or a felony are reported to the Richmond Police Department.

The Department of Public Safety is located in the Public Safety house at the east end of the seminary parking lot. Officers are on duty 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The phone number from campus is 317-983-1400. You may also locate important information about the Department of Public Safety at the Earlham College website located at: http://www. earlham.edu/security.

Select members of the Department of Public Safety have full arrest powers on the Earlham College campus. All officers have training in areas such as patrol procedures, emergency response, CPR/AED, first aid, investigation techniques, public relations and other skills.

Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Safety Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act

Campus security and safety are important issues in postsecondary education today. Providing students nationwide with a safe environment in which to learn and keep students, parents and employees well informed about campus security are goals that have been voiced by many groups. These goals were advanced by the Crime Awareness and Campus Security Act of 1990. The U.S. Department of Education (ED) is committed to ensuring that postsecondary institutions are in full compliance with this act, and that the enforcement of the act remains a priority. Compliance with this act, now known as the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act, or Clery Act, provides students and families, as higher education consumers, with the information they need to make informed decisions.

To be in compliance with Clery Act regulations, Earlham College has several obligations. These fall into three main categories: 1) policy disclosure; 2) records collection and retention; and 3) information dissemination.

Policy Disclosure
Earlham College must provide the campus community and the public with accurate statements of our current policies and practices regarding:

• Procedures for students and others to report criminal actions or other emergencies occurring on campus;
• Security of and access to campus facilities; and
• Campus law enforcement.

Records Collection and Retention
Earlham College is required to keep some campus records and to request records from law enforcement agencies.

• The Department of Campus Safety and Security
must keep records of crimes reported to campus security authorities.

- The Department of Campus Safety and Security must also make a reasonable good-faith effort to obtain certain crime statistics from appropriate law enforcement agencies to include in an annual security report and the Web-based report to ED.
- The Department of Campus Safety and Security must keep a daily crime log that must be open to public inspection.

Information Dissemination

To provide campus community members with information necessary to make informed decisions about their safety, the Department of Campus Safety and Security must disseminate information in several ways. We must:

- Provide a “timely warning” of any Clery Act crime that might represent an ongoing threat to the safety of students or employees;
- Provide access to our crime log during normal business hours;
- Publish an annual security report and distribute it to all current students and employees, and inform prospective students and employees about the content and availability of the report;
- Inform the campus community where to obtain information about registered sex offenders; and
- Submit our institution’s crime statistics to ED through a Web-based data collection system.

All postsecondary institutions, both public and private, that participate in federal Title IV student aid programs are required to comply with the Clery Act regulations. Although Clery Act compliance is an institutional responsibility, full compliance is a campus-wide effort, and concerns all members of the campus community. Policy statements must be developed and crime reports must be collected from a wide variety of campus security authorities. These include:

- Campus police;
- Non-police security staff responsible for monitoring campus property;
- Individuals and offices designated by the campus security policies as those to whom crimes should be reported; and
- Officials of the institution with significant responsibility for student and campus activities.

The following crimes, along with their definitions, are those crimes that must be reported to ED for the Department of Public Safety to be in compliance with the Clery Act:

Sex Offenses (Non-Forcible)

Unlawful, non-forcible sexual intercourse.

Incest

Non-forcible sexual intercourse between persons who are related to each other within the degrees wherein marriage is prohibited by law.

Statutory Rape

Non-forcible sexual intercourse with a person who is under the statutory age of consent.

The Department of Public Safety complies strictly with the rules and regulations that are set forth by the Clery Act. Annual reporting statistics may be located on the department website located at: http://www.earlham.edu/public-safety/crime-statistics/

Sex Offenses (Forcible)

Unlawful, forcible sexual intercourse.

Aggravated Assault

An unlawful attack by one person upon another for the purpose of inflicting severe or aggravated bodily injury. This type of assault usually is accompanied by the use of a weapon or by means likely to produce death or great bodily harm. (It is not necessary that injury result from an aggravated assault when a gun, knife, or other weapons is used which could and probably would result in serious personal injury if the crime were successfully completed.)

Forcible Sodomy – Oral or anal sexual intercourse with another person, forcibly and/or against the person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his/her youth or because of his/her temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

Sexual Assault With an Object – The use of an object or instrument to unlawfully penetrate, however slightly, the genital or anal opening of the body of another person, forcibly and/or against that person’s will; or not forcibly or against the person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his/her youth or because of his/her temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

Forcible Fondling - The touching of the private body parts of another person for the purpose of sexual gratification, forcibly and/or against that person’s will; or, not forcibly or against the person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his/her youth or because of his/her temporary or permanent mental incapacity.

Aggravated Assault

An unlawful attack by one person upon another with the intent to commit a larceny or felony, breaking and entering with intention to commit a larceny, housebreaking, safecracking, and all attempts to commit any of the aforementioned.

Motor Vehicle Theft

The theft or attempted theft of a motor vehicle. This includes all cases where automobiles are taken by persons not having lawful access even though the vehicles are later abandoned. Include joyriding in this category.

Murder and Non-Negligent Manslaughter

The willful (non-negligent) killing of one human being by another.

Negligent Manslaughter

The killing of another person through gross negligence.

Robbery

The taking or attempting to take anything of value fro the care, custody, or control of a person or persons by force or threat of force or violence and/or by putting the victim in fear.

Sex Offenses (Fforcible)

Any sexual act directed against another person, forcibly and/or against that person’s will; or not forcibly or against the person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent:

Forcible Rape – The carnal knowledge of a person, forcibly and/or against that person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his/her temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity (or because of his/her youth). This offense includes the forcible rape of both males and females.

Forcible Sodomy – Oral or anal sexual intercourse with another person, forcibly and/or against the person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his/her youth or because of his/her temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

Sexual Assault With an Object – The use of an object or instrument to unlawfully penetrate, however slightly, the genital or anal opening of the body of another person, forcibly and/or against that person’s will; or not forcibly or against the person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his/her youth or because of his/her temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

Sexual Assault With an Object – The use of an object or instrument to unlawfully penetrate, however slightly, the genital or anal opening of the body of another person, forcibly and/or against that person’s will; or not forcibly or against the person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his/her youth or because of his/her temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

Sexual Assault With an Object – The use of an object or instrument to unlawfully penetrate, however slightly, the genital or anal opening of the body of another person, forcibly and/or against that person’s will; or not forcibly or against the person’s will where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of his/her youth or because of his/her temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.

Statutory Rape

Non-forcible sexual intercourse with a person who is under the statutory age of consent.

The Department of Public Safety complies strictly with the rules and regulations that are set forth by the Clery Act. Annual reporting statistics may be located on the department website located at: http://www.earlham.edu/public-safety/crime-statistics/
Community Governance

COMPONENTS OF COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE

The following groups and Committees include opportunities for student participation or representation.

1. Board of Trustees
2. Student Leadership Team
3. Student Affairs Committee
4. Institutional Advancement Committee
5. Educational Policies and Advisory Committee

Board of Trustees

The Bethany Theological Seminary Board of Trustees is elected or confirmed by the Church of the Brethren Annual Conference. The Board of Trustees has three primary tasks:

1. Develop the mission, goals, and policies of the Seminary;
2. Provide for and monitor the necessary financial resources of the Seminary; and
3. Select and hold accountable leadership chosen to implement the mission of the Seminary.

Community Governance PRINCIPLES

Communication

Of utmost importance in this plan of Community Governance is maximizing communication on a number of levels between students and faculty; between students and their elected student representatives; between the various components of Community Governance; and between the Bethany and Earlham School of Religion communities.

Accountability

Maximizing communication in this manner will provide an arena for greater accountability among the levers listed above.

Needs

Recognizing the unique character of the Bethany community, including spouses, families, local and commuting students, faculty and staff, and the ways in which that character changes from year to year, this plan was developed to meet the needs of a changing, diverse student body.

Gifts

This plan was also developed to include a large number of persons in the process, utilizing their God-given gifts, as well as placing reasonable demands on individuals’ time.

Participation

To fully participate in and utilize the Community Governance model, each person within the community must be actively involved. This may include:

1. Sharing your ideas, concerns, needs, and interests with any representative of the appropriate committee;
2. Participating in all elections and calling of leadership;
3. Volunteering to serve on a committee or other called/elected representative position;
4. Attending all appropriate meetings; and
5. Reading special bulletins, messages sent via listserv, and paying close attention to the Community Governance bulletin board (located in the second floor Study Room).

The Community you are now a member of, and the model of governance that manages it, are yours. How successful they are depends on you.

Student Development, and someone representing the model of governance that manages it, are yours. How the Community you are now a member of, and the Governance model, each person within the community.
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1. Sharing your ideas, concerns, needs, and interests with any representative of the appropriate committee;
2. Participating in all elections and calling of leadership;
3. Volunteering to serve on a committee or other called/elected representative position;
4. Attending all appropriate meetings; and
5. Reading special bulletins, messages sent via listserv, and paying close attention to the Community Governance bulletin board (located in the second floor Study Room).

The Community you are now a member of, and the model of governance that manages it, are yours. How successful they are depends on you.

Student Development, and someone representing the model of governance that manages it, are yours. How the Community you are now a member of, and the Governance model, each person within the community.
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music leadership for each service; student preachers are required to have taken Introduction to Preaching before they may serve as a preacher in chapel;
d. Coordinating worship centers and musicians;
e. Coordinating the efforts of all leaders in each worship service;
f. Facilitating the careful and deliberate communication of worship guidelines;
g. Encouraging a spirit of hospitality as we invite all members of the seminary communities to contribute their gifts to corporate worship.
2. Planning for several special worship services during the year as requested by the Bethany community (and in cooperation with the ESR Worship Committee), which might include (but are not limited to) services centered around Thanksgiving, Love Feast, Advent, Christmas, Lent and/or Easter; and other holy days of justice (e.g., World AIDS Day, M. L. King Jr. Day, International Women’s Day, International Day of Prayer and Witness for Peace).
3. Publicizing both regularly scheduled and specially scheduled worship events to members of the Bethany and ESR communities in a timely manner.
4. Maintaining an hospitable atmosphere for all visitors and guests who may wish to attend worship.
5. Raising questions and issues concerning the quality and diversity of worship practices experienced in all chapel services.
6. If possible, one representative from the class will meet regularly with the Joint Worship Committee of Bethany and ESR throughout the academic year to coordinate and prepare Thursday joint worship services. A member of the teaching or administrative faculty of Bethany will also serve on the Joint Worship Committee.
Each year a Student Chapel Coordinator (SCC) or two Student Chapels Coordinators (SCCs) will be appointed by the teaching faculty who is teaching the Patterns of Worship course and approved by the Academic Dean. Along with the teaching faculty member, the SCC(s) will be responsible for finalizing all worship arrangements, integrating speakers and leaders from outside the Bethany community, and promoting theological integrity and the creative design of meaningful worship events. All members of the Student Leadership Team are selected to serve one-year terms, unless otherwise stated. Terms of service will be from graduation to graduation. In some instances, when one-time student representation is necessary, the team, upon approval of the Bethany Community, will have the responsibility for appointing the appropriate representation.

**Process for Calling Out Student Leaders**

All current students who are in good academic standing and have been students for at least two semesters are eligible to be members of the Student Leadership Team. There are two ways to join the Student Leadership Team:

8. Students may volunteer. Towards the end of each Spring semester, a call will go out to the Bethany student community, which will include the description of SLT. Those who feel led to share their gifts in this way may respond to that call. They will be invited into a conversation with one of the current SLT members and a time discernment, during which they may decide if SLT is a good fit for them. A period of time for nominated students to reflect upon and accept the call; and
8. The current SLT will seek nominations from Bethany’s teaching faculty. Having worked closely with all of our students, the faculty will be encouraged to nominate students who they feel exhibit leadership qualities that will be beneficial to the larger community through participation on the Student Leadership Team. Upon receiving these nominations, current SLT members will follow-up with nominated students and encourage them to enter a time of discernment during which they may decide if SLT is a good fit for them.
Robert Barclay Center
Robert Barclay Center is Earlham School of Religion’s administration building. All faculty and staff offices for ESR, with the exception of the Joint Seminaries Registrars’ Office and Computer Services, are located there. Office hours are 800am – 430pm, although the building closes during worship services and on weekends. To reach faculty and staff at ESR call 765-983-1423. Individuals can be reached by dialing 983- and the extension number listed for that person, see page 8.

Runyan Center
The student union building of Earlham College, the Runyan Center, houses

• Campus bookstore serving Bethany, ESR and Earlham students
• Post office
• Recreation facilities
• Coffee shop.
• Fine arts center and theater

SUSQUEHANNA VALLEY MINISTRY CENTER
Susquehanna Valley Ministry Center (SVMC) is a Church of the Brethren educational partnership of the Atlantic Northeast District, Mid-Atlantic District, Southern Pennsylvania District, Western Pennsylvania District, the Brethren Academy for Ministerial Leadership, and Bethany Theological Seminary. Bethany Theological Seminary offers graduate-level courses at SVMC that can be applied to a Master of Divinity degree, Master of Arts degree, or any of Bethany’s graduate certificates. Students taking graduate courses at SVMC are Bethany students and must meet Bethany admissions requirements, with the exception of auditors. This vehicle for ministry education equips leaders for ministry in a regionally based setting.

Susquehanna Valley Ministry Center is located on the Elizabethtown College campus in Elizabethtown, PA. Courses are held on the Elizabethtown campus and the campus of Juniata College in Huntingdon, PA. Bethany Theological Seminary and the Susquehanna Valley Ministry Center have developed a working relationship with Lancaster Theological Seminary, Evangelical School of Theology at Myerstown, and the Lutheran Theological Seminary at Gettysburg. Students of these Seminaries wishing to take Bethany graduate courses may apply for admission as Occasional Students at Bethany Theological Seminary. Rather than submitting an undergraduate transcript, these occasional students may submit a letter from their registrar with their current standing, admission date, and the confirmation of having obtained an undergraduate degree.

Staff at the Susquehanna Valley Ministry Center work side-by-side with both the Student Services, Business Office, and the Academic Services Office at Bethany Theological Seminary. Those interested in applying as Occasional Students may begin the application process by calling the Susquehanna Valley Ministry Center office, or by contacting Bethany Theological Seminary directly. Appropriate application materials and instructions will then be forwarded to the student. Once Bethany Theological Seminary has granted admission, the student may request to register for any graduate-level course offerings whether offered off-site, e.g. at Susquehanna Valley Ministry Center, online, or at Bethany Theological Seminary’s main campus in Richmond, Indiana.

The Director of Student Development will serve as the Advisor/Facilitator for most Bethany Occasional Students taking graduate courses hosted by SVMC. If a student living far from Indiana is admitted into the MDiv or MA programs, they become a part of Connections, Bethany’s distance education program. The Joint Seminaries Registrar will arrange for an academic advisor for each student.

The financial aid programs offered by Bethany Theological Seminary also cover courses taken at SVMC for degree (MA and MDiv) and graduate certificate students. Occasional students do not receive financial aid.

SERVICES

Office Equipment and Services
Office equipment at Bethany is for use of faculty and staff. Computers and printers available for student use are found in the ESR Center student lab, room 210. Copy machines available to students are located in the Lilly Library, and Runyan Center.

PARKING
Bethany Seminary has a dedicated parking lot, located to the west of the Bethany Center, with access from National Road. This lot is open to employees and students, with marked spaces for handicapped persons and visitors. Additional parking for Bethany is provided in the lot southwest of campus. Enter the Earlham College campus by way of the “D” Street entrance. Turn right and the lot will be the first one on the right. If these spaces are filled, additional parking may be available elsewhere on the Earlham College campus.
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AUDIT FEES
These auditing a course pay an audit fee, included above. Students enrolled for six or more credit hours in a given session may audit an additional Richmond campus course without being charged the audit fee. Audit costs are not waived for online or hybrid classes. Auditing privileges are subject to the approval of the Academic Dean and the course instructor.

CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUCATION FEES
Students wishing to receive academic credit for their participation in a Clinical Pastoral Education program will be charged the regular tuition rates for the number of credits received. Church of the Brethren students may fill out the form on the reverse side of this document to request a grant funded by the General Board Endowment for Bethany Students to cover the costs of the CPE program itself. The form should be directed to the financial aid office. A copy of the acceptance letter to the CPE program should accompany the request for grant funding. Bethany will reimburse the CPE program for educational fees, not to exceed 80% of the Bethany tuition for the related credits for COB students.

FEES FOR BETHANY ALUMNI
We encourage Bethany alumni to take classes at Bethany for continuing education credits. In order to make this as easy and cost effective as possible some of the fees are waived. For alumni enrolled as occasional students, the application fee is waived. The enrollment deposit is required and applied to the tuition cost. Alumni use the occasional student application form and transcripts are not needed. Alumni will pay the occasional student continuation fee annually if they desire to remain on active status.

PAYMENT
All students taking Bethany classes at the Richmond campus, online, at SYMC or other regional sites make account payments to Bethany as outlined in the Student Account Policy below.

PROGRAM EXTENSION FEE
Students in the MA program have five calendar years from the date of matriculation to complete their course work.

A program extension fee will be assessed for each semester beyond this. Students may apply to the Educational Policies and Advisory Committee for program extension if the course work and/or thesis are not completed within the times indicated. Students pay for courses at the rate set for each academic year.

REFUNDS
For dropping individual courses, an official add/drop form must be completed in Banner Self Service. The tuition refund schedule is found on the Academic Calendar and by course on the Course Schedule. Both are available on the Bethany website or the Registrar’s Moodle page.

STUDENT ACCOUNT POLICY
Receipt of the enrollment deposit activates an individual’s student account. Once the account is active, the student holds the responsibility to make payments in a timely manner. In return, the Seminary offers the opportunity for the student to attend classes and activities at the Seminary.

Statement Delivery
The Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant maintains student accounts and charges or near the beginning of each month, all charges and payments for the previous month are posted to individual student accounts. Account statements are printed by the end of the first week of the month. If the last add or drop date falls within the first week of the month the statement may be delayed a few days. The first account statement of each semester will be distributed in two formats: one copy will be emailed as a PDF file to your Seminary email, another copy will be placed in your campus mailbox or, in the case that you do not have a campus mailbox, sent via US mail. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure the Seminary has an updated contact address. All subsequent account statements will only be emailed as a PDF file to your Seminary email account. For the sake of receiving documents in a timely manner, please check your Seminary email account on a regular basis. If you would like all your statements sent via US mail instead by email, it is your responsibility to notify the Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant. Similarly, it is your responsibility to notify the Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant if you have a student mailbox but want your statement delivered via US mail.
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Payment Due Dates
The session’s initial account balances are due before the first day of classes. Any adjustments made to accounts after the session’s initial statements have been received are due the last business day of the month in which they are billed. Students are responsible to pay their account in full even if they are expecting payment from an outside source. If a student is unable to pay their account balance in full within the due date, they must make arrangements with the Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant for payment or their account will be considered past due.

Payment Arrangements
Payments are accepted by cash, check, or online using a credit card. Any payment made by credit card will be assessed a service fee of 5.0%. Those who are unable to pay the account in full by the payment deadline may wish to apply for federal loans. Students must be US citizens and enrolled at least half-time (6 credit hours per session) to be eligible for federal loans. Students expecting support from another source may receive an extended payment deadline if they provide a written commitment from the source. Details such as who will be making the payment, when the payment will be made and the responsible individual’s signature should be included in the statement from the source. The Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant, in consultation with the Executive Director of Finance and Administration, will consider requests on a case-by-case basis.

If a student is unable to pay their account balance by the due date they may make arrangements with the Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant to make three equal monthly installment payments to pay their account in full by the end of the session. Students will be required to complete a promissory note with the Seminary, within the initial due date, in order to be allowed this option.

The payment plan is only available to domestic students. International students must pay in full by the deadline or keep a $5,500 deposit in their student account.

The first payment must be received within the initial due date with the remaining payments due one each in the following two months for the account to be considered current. The account of a student who defaults on their promissory note will be considered past due at that point and subject to the same result as any other past due account. Students who default on their promissory note payment schedule will normally restrict their ability to have this option in the future.

Definition of Past Due Accounts
Student accounts will be considered past due and placed on financial hold under the following circumstances:

- The account balance was not paid by the due date and other payment arrangements were not made.
- The student defaulted on the promissory note payment schedule.
- Any extended deadline was not met.
- International students who have not paid in full by initial due date.

Results of Past Due Accounts
A financial hold will prevent registration. (If a student has already registered for future classes, the registration will be revoked.) In order to remove the financial hold to register or re-register (in the case of revocation), the account must be paid in full. All appropriate late registration charges will apply.

A financial hold will prevent participation in graduation events and ceremonies. In order to remove the financial hold, the account must be paid in full by April 30.

A financial hold will prevent releasing of diplomas and transcripts. In order to remove the financial hold, the account must be paid in full.

Every month, a finance charge of 1% will be applied to any outstanding account balance. Only students who have signed a promissory note or who have made other arrangements (see Payment Arrangements) with the Coordinator of Student Financial Services will be exempt from this charge.

Yearlong Course Billing Policy
Students enrolled in a yearlong course will be billed for one-half of the tuition charges in the fall semester and the second half in the spring semester. These will occur with the regular semester billing cycles at the beginning of each term. Student account balances must be paid in full after the first half of the course, according to the deadlines in the student account policy, in order to continue with the second half of the course. If a student has an outstanding balance the student account will be placed on financial hold and registration for the second portion of the course will be revoked unless the balance is paid by the day before the second semester begins.

If the balance is not paid by this date, the student will not be permitted to continue with the course, and a grade of W will be given for the class if the instructor determines the student’s work was acceptable, or NC if determined to be unacceptable.

Earlham College Charges
Students are billed directly by Earlham College for health services provided, for parking tickets, for replacement IDs and by Lilly Library for books returned late or lost. Timely payment of Earlham College statements is required for a student to maintain a clear financial account at Bethany. Past due accounts, with a balance of $50 or more, result in the financial holds noted above.

Collections
The Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant will work with the student and/or the Executive Director of Finance and Administration to collect past due accounts. All reasonable payment arrangements will be considered. One of the resources available to Bethany, in their attempts to collect on past due accounts, is the use of a Collection Agency. This is not a resource we wish to use, especially with current students; however, it is an option that will be considered.

Cross-Cultural Bank
All Bethany MDiv students are required to take a cross-cultural course that provides direct experience of a culture other than their own. Certificate students have an interdisciplinary requirement that may be fulfilled through a cross-cultural course. The Seminary recognizes that the cost of financing a cross-cultural experience can be prohibitive, especially if the experience involves international travel.

To assist in the funding of cross-cultural courses, Bethany has established a Cross-Cultural Bank. The basic provisions of the Bank are as follows:

1. All MDiv degree students at Bethany who are United States citizens will make payments into the Cross-Cultural Bank at the time of registration. MDiv students will make payments of $500 per session for six (6) successive sessions.
2. Bethany will match student contributions by making payments of $300 or $500 per student per session, for a total of $600. The combined contributions of the student and the Seminary will create a total of $1,200 available to fund a cross-cultural course. Although this amount may cover the expenses of some cross-cultural courses in their entirety, many other courses may require additional funding.
3. The student may request up to the total amount of $1,200 at any time during his or her current program to fund a cross-cultural course. See instructions in #11 below.
4. The Seminary encourages degree students to choose cross-cultural options that maximize the educational possibilities, and that will thus typically require the full $1,200 or more. If the student chooses a cross-cultural course that costs more than $1,200, the student may request an additional grant of up to $300 to fund a Bethany travel seminar course (I05), an AMERC course (I05), or one of the ESP-sponsored Contextual Theology travel courses. Such grants will depend on the availability of funding in a given budget year and will be awarded on a first-come basis.
5. If the student chooses a cross-cultural course that costs less than $1,200, the student and the Seminary will share the actual cost equally.
6. Student financial accounts must be in good standing in order to receive their Cross Cultural Bank funds.
7. Unspent or under spent student contributions to the Cross Cultural Bank will remain on deposit until the student completes, withdraws from, is administratively withdrawn, or is dismissed from his or her program of study. At that time, the student may request a refund of any unspent or under spent contributions. Any existing student account balance will be paid before a refund is made.
8. Deposits unclaimed within one year will be transferred to the Hersch International Ministry restricted account and therefore unavailable for refund.
9. In the event that a student draws on the Cross-Cultural Bank and subsequently leaves the Seminary before completing their required contribution to the Bank, the balance due will be payable at the time of the student’s departure. See the Student Account Policy for further details.
10. Certificate students will not participate directly in the Cross-Cultural Bank. If, however, a certificate student decides to fulfill their interdisciplinary requirement through a cross-cultural course, the Seminary will provide a matching funds grant of up to $600 to assist with the cost of the course. The same applies to MA and MATW students who wish to enroll in a cross-cultural course.
11. Occasional students [i.e., students not enrolled in a degree or certificate program] are not eligible to participate in the Cross-Cultural Bank, or to receive special grants for cross-cultural courses.
12. The Seminary may, at its discretion and with
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FINANCIAL AID
Bethany’s financial aid program is designed to assist students who have limited resources to meet their educational expenses. It is Bethany’s hope that each student will be able to avoid undue financial pressure, excessive employment or unmanageable indebtedness through the establishment of a workable financial plan. Contact the Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant for questions not answered in this section.

Definition of Financial Aid
Bethany follows the standard definition of financial aid set by the Association of Theological Schools:
1. Financial need is defined as the difference between the total cost of attending a particular institution and the amount of the resources available to the student.
2. Financial aid consists of grants (which may include scholarships, grant-in-aid, field education grants, and prices), loans, and employment.
3. A need analysis system is a consistently applied method for determining financial need as the basis for allocating aid.

Principles of Financial Aid
Bethany follows the standard principles of financial aid of Seminaries as a member of the Association of Theological Schools:
1. The total amount of financial aid offered should not exceed the amount of the student’s need. (See above “Definitions,” number 1.)
2. The student has the major responsibility for his or her educational and living expenses. The Seminary’s aid will augment the student’s efforts.
3. Financial aid is not an end in itself but should be administered in such a way as to affirm financial responsibility and integrity of both student and Seminary.
4. The administration of financial aid should be individual, personal, pastoral, and confidential.

Components of Financial Aid
Bethany’s financial aid program has the following major components:
1. A 50% grant program for degree and certificate-seeking students based on their vocational goals
2. A 40% or 50% tuition scholarship program for degree and certificate-seeking students based on student’s academic performance
3. A need-based grant program for degree and certificate-seeking students who demonstrate financial need

Application Procedures
Financial aid interpretive materials and application forms are available and may be completed on the Financial Aid page of the Bethany website. Aid applications from new students will be received at any time during the application process for admission to Bethany up until the deadline. The application deadline for continuing students is June 15. After the deadline there will be no scholarships or grants issued that academic year. All students in need of financial aid must complete the financial aid application process annually based on an academic year. Students must be in good academic and financial standing to receive aid.

IMPORTANT DATES (mark your calendars)
May 15: Church Service Covenant for continuing students.
June 15: FAFSA and Bethany Financial Aid Application for federal funds/need-based aid.

No financial aid is assumed without application, nor is it automatic.

Limitations of Bethany Financial Aid Programs (excluding Federal Loan Programs)
The scholarship and grant will not cover the following, except as noted in item two below: online or on campus audit fees, tuition for a class where a non-credit is received, any late drop tuition charged. Financial aid will be forfeited for classes dropped after the drop deadlines.

Degree and certificate students may petition (see appeal process outlined below) for applicable scholarship and/or grant funds to cover tuition of up to six additional credit hours beyond those required for a degree. This may include two additional classes a student is interested in, tuition for two non-credited class or four late drop tuition charges, not to exceed six credit hours.

Enrollment in schools other than Bethany will not be funded by the program. Cross-registrations with Earlham School of Religion, and/or other schools with which Bethany has a cross-registration agreement are considered Bethany enrollment and are fully funded by the program.

Church Service Covenant
After the base amount has been paid students are eligible to receive a 50% tuition scholarship based on their vocational calling. Examples of vocations that fulfill the Church Service Covenant requirements include:
• Pastor of a congregation (full-time or bi-vocational)
• Person serving a congregation in self-supporting ministry
• Administrator or teacher in a theological seminary
• Staff persons with districts, the denomination, and other Annual Conference agencies
• Missionary assigned to pastoral or evangelistic duties
• Chaplain (e.g., chaplaincy in a hospital, hospice, long-term care facility, campus, prison, or industrial setting)
• Person serving in a specialized ministry under the auspices of a congregation or other institutional entity (e.g., youth ministry, Christian education, camp administrator, ecumenical ministries, spiritual direction, pastoral counselor, or church planter)
• Ministers retired from their area of service

To receive this scholarship, students must demonstrate appropriate academic progress by crediting courses at a pace to complete their program in the allotted time frame and in the appropriate sequence, including a minimum of six credit hours for any semester as consistent with their calling to church service, or the approval of their MA thesis/portfolio project.

Academic Excellence Scholarship
After the base amount has been paid, students who demonstrate academic excellence are eligible to receive a scholarship in the amount of 40%-50% of the remaining tuition cost for incoming students. Returning students will be entitled for the Academic Excellence Scholarship at the completion of the academic year. The academic dean will assess student performance, with particular focus on the final rubrics from all courses. An award in the amount of 50% tuition will be granted depending on the level of the student’s academic performance.

Funds for International Students
Bethany has available limited tuition grant funds for students who are not citizens of the United States. International students may apply for a need-based grant of up to 50% of tuition after the base amount is paid, not to exceed the demonstrated need. All course limitations listed above apply.

Internationals who are legal residents of another country and members of the global Church of the Brethren (EVN, CNI, Church of the Brethren India, igreja da Irmandade, Iglesia de los Hermanos) in their home country may apply for a full tuition scholarship. Contact the Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant for more information.

Federal Student Loans
Bethany participates in the Federal Stafford Loan program. Through this program students are able to secure low interest loans when funds are available. Students must be enrolled at least half time or taking six credit hours per semester to be eligible for student loan funds. If a student receives federal loan funds and withdraws, drops out, is dismissed or takes a leave of absence before completing 60% of the semester these funds must be returned. This policy can be found on page 6a. If a student receives loan funds and falls below half time status their loan grace period will begin for repayment. Any student wishing to apply for federal student loans must fill out a FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid) and a separate Bethany application. These forms and more information can be obtained on the Financial Aid page of the Bethany website or from the Financial Aid and Enrollment Assistant.

FEDERAL WORK STUDY
Bethany participates in the Federal Work-Study program, which provides limited employment positions both on and off campus. Students must demonstrate financial need and meet federal eligibility requirements to participate. Students do not need to be at least half time to be eligible for a work study position but must be currently enrolled.

Exit Interviews for Students with Federal Loan Funds
Students who borrow federal funds while a student at Bethany must complete an exit interview at the completion of their studies at Bethany. During the interview the student is reminded of their financial obligation and the school learns of the student’s permanent address.
Eligibility Requirements
To determine eligibility for financial aid, Bethany analyzes the student’s financial need, determines levels of access to financial aid, and monitors the student’s academic progress.

1. Determination of Need
Need is measured through the financial aid application process. Each student assumes major responsibility in meeting the costs of his or her theological education through savings and other assets; summer and part-time school year employment; family assistance; grants and scholarships from churches; loans and work opportunities.

2. Guidelines Providing for Levels of Access to Financial Aid (Levels include: access to all financial aid programs, or no access to institutional funds, or no access to any form of aid except designated gifts and Stafford loans.)

- A student admitted to Bethany without any conditions placed on his/her admission shall be considered eligible for all financial aid for which he/she meets the requirements.
- When a student is admitted to Bethany with conditions (a warning, on probation, as a special student or as a certificate student), the Educational Policies and Advisory Committee shall inform the financial aid officer of these conditions to determine whether or not it impacts their financial aid.
- If there is a change in a student’s academic status, the Educational Policies and Advisory Committee shall inform the financial aid officer of the level at which he/she is eligible for aid.

3. Satisfactory Academic Progress
Federal regulations require Bethany Theological Seminary to establish a policy to monitor the academic progress of students who apply for and/or receive financial assistance. A student must be admitted to the Seminary and enrolled in an eligible program (MDiv, MA, certificate) to be eligible for financial assistance. All students, whether receiving aid or not, must meet Bethany Seminary academic standards.

- Successfully complete at least 75% of total attempted coursework,
- Graduate students enrolled in the M.Div program must complete their degree in no more than 94 credit hours attempted,
- Graduate students enrolled in the MA program must complete their degree in no more than 73 credit hours attempted,
- Graduate students enrolled in the CATS program must complete their degree in no more than 27 credit hours attempted,
- Graduate students enrolled in any other Certificate program must complete their degree in no more than 12 credit hours attempted,
- Cannot remain on academic probation for three consecutive semesters without the faculty lifting that status

Attempted coursework includes courses that are repeated of NC/NC. Courses dropped on or before the 50% drop deadline, are not counted as attempted courses. Attempted coursework includes all accepted transfer credit hours. Grades of W and NC are not considered successful completion of a course.

What happens if you repeat a course?
All attempts for a course count for completion rate monitoring as well as maximum time frame.

What happens if I fail to meet the SAP requirements?
You will be notified through both your Bethany email account and through US mail. Your financial aid will be suspended until you meet SAP standards or have an appeal approved by the Financial Aid Committee.

What if I have extenuating circumstances?
Inability to attend classes due to lack of financial aid is not an extenuating circumstance. Students who fail to meet these standards and have mitigating circumstances may appeal to the Financial Aid Committee by completing the SAP Appeal form.

Appeals Process
The Financial Aid Committee will review each appeal within 30 business days of receipt. No deferments of your Bethany Seminary charges will be granted during the review time frame.

- If your appeal is approved by the Financial Aid Committee, he/she may appeal to the Financial Aid Committee, he/she may appeal to the Financial Aid Committee.
- If the student disagrees with the response of the Financial Aid Committee, he/she may appeal to the Executive Director of Finance and Administration.
- If the student disagrees with the response of the Executive Director of Finance and Administration, he/she may appeal to the President. The President will initiate a conversation with the student if necessary and make a written response.
- If the student accepts the response, he/she will indicate by signing and returning a copy of the response, and the matter is resolved.
- If the student disagrees with the response of the President, he/she may appeal to the President. The President will initiate a conversation with the student if necessary and make a written response. The President’s decision shall be final.

Return of Title IV Funds
Federal law states how Bethany must handle the disbursement or refund of Title IV funds (federal financial aid) if a student withdraws, drops out, is dismissed or takes a leave of absence before completing 60% of a semester. This policy applies to all federal loan programs available to Bethany students.

- If a student leaves Bethany prior to completing 60% of a semester, Title IV fund eligibility is recalculated based on the percent of the semester they completed. The percentage of eligible payment period completed equals the number of days completed up to the withdrawal date divided by the total number of days in the payment period. Any break of five or more days is not considered as part of the days in the period.
- The withdrawal date will be considered the date a student officially withdraws, per Bethany withdrawal guidelines. If the resulting percentage is greater than 60%, the student is eligible to receive all possible Title IV funds for the period. This percentage will be considered the amount of earned aid.
- If a student was disbursed more funds than were earned, Bethany is required to return a portion of these funds and the student is required to return a portion. The amount of unearned aid to be returned will be determined by multiplying the total amount of aid disbursed by the percentage of time completed, then subtracting this number from the total aid disbursed.
- Bethany must return its portion of these funds within 30 days of the student’s withdrawal date. Students who owe a repayment of funds must repay these funds before again becoming eligible for future financial aid. Bethany may also reaply charges and fees no longer covered by financial aid and the student becomes responsible for these charges and any other outstanding balance on their student account.
- If a student earned more aid than was disbursed to them, Bethany would owe the student a post-withdrawal payment which must be paid within 120 days of the student withdrawal. If these funds include loans the student can choose to decline these funds to avoid incurring further debt. Bethany reserves the right to use some/all post-withdrawal funds for payment of outstanding tuition, fees or other charges.

Appeals Related to Financial Matters (tuition, fees, accounts and financial aid)
If a student feels the need for an exception to matters regarding tuition and fees, the student account policy and/or financial aid for any reason they may appeal using the following steps:

1. Submit the financial aid appeal form with an explanation of the circumstances and future plan to avoid similar situations. The Executive Director of Finance and Administration will initiate a conversation with the student if necessary and follow up with a written response. If the student accepts the response, he/she will indicate by signing and returning a copy of the response, and the matter is resolved.
2. If the student disagrees with the response of the Executive Director of Finance and Administration, he/she may appeal to the Financial Aid Committee in writing, attaching all previous communications on the matter. The Committee will initiate a conversation with the student, if necessary, and make a written response.
3. If the student disagrees with the response of the Financial Aid Committee, he/she may appeal to the President in writing, attaching all previous communications on the matter. The President will initiate a conversation with the student if necessary and make a written response. The President’s decision shall be final.
Academic Policies

The Bethany Catalog is the primary source of information on academic policies. The following policies supplement those described in the catalog, often with more detail:

**ACADEMIC CREDIT HOUR AND COURSE WORKLOAD**

Bethany offers courses with academic credit in terms of semester credit hours. The amount of credit hours assigned is determined by a combination of the number of hours per week in class (i.e., “direct faculty instruction”) and the amount of time spent in preparation outside of class by the student.

Bethany offers courses in a variety of formats: weekly (twice-a-week and block), weekend intensives, two-week sessions, online, hybrid, and independent study.

Definition of academic credit hour:

- One unit of academic credit is assigned for each hour of “lecture” (contact with instructor that is content-oriented “direct faculty instruction”) for 14 to 16 one-hour sessions.
- For each hour of “lecture”, it is expected that an additional 2-3 hours per session would be spent outside of class time in reading, writing, research, and preparation. It is expected that a student would read approximately 100 pages per credit hour (understanding that the difficulty of the reading should be taken into account in determining what and how much is assigned).
- Therefore, a 3-credit hour course would meet for the equivalent of 14 to 16 three-hour sessions, with an independent study of outside reading, writing, research, and preparation. Students would read approximately 300 pages for a 3-credit hour course (understanding that the difficulty of the reading should be taken into account in determining what and how much is assigned).
- Courses assigned with fewer than 3-credit hours will base “contact” time and workload as the appropriate percentage of a 3-credit hour course. For example, using the standard for a 3-credit course, 1-credit would be 1/3, 1.5-credit would be 1/2, 2-credit would be 2/3.
- These guidelines for offering academic credit are consistent with the credit hour definition found in the Department of Education regulation 34 CFR § 600.2.

In course formats that incorporate or use distance education models (online, hybrid), contact hours are defined according to the same Department of Education standard which notes that academic engagement for a course includes such thing as “submitting an academic assignment; taking an exam; an interactive tutorial, or computer-assisted instruction; attending a study group that was assigned by the institution; contributing on an academic online discussion; and initiating contact with a faculty member to ask a question about the academic subject studies in the course” (34 CFR § 600.2). Courses in these formats will contain assignments (both online and reading) so that a hybrid or online course will be consistent with the workload expected in a course in one of the other formats. This may be done by adjusting student assignments, such as more reading, more discussion online, more postings, and other means of academic engagement in comparison to courses in other formats.

**Assignment Deadlines**

Assignment deadlines are to be adhered to, unless a request for extension has been made ahead of time to the instructor and permission is given. Normally an assignment turned in late without an extension or an incomplete will receive no credit.

Except for emergencies, extensions for assignments must be requested by email or in writing 24 hours at least one day before the deadline. Not all requests for extensions will be granted depending on the nature or timing of the assignment.

If a student has an accommodation plan that allows for a greater time to complete assignments, when possible, the deadline for each assignment must be discussed with the instructor at least one week prior to the due date in a regular semester or by the first day of a two-week intensive. Having an accommodation plan does not exempt a student from requesting an incomplete (ESR) or a course extension (Bethany) as described below.

For a regular semester course, no assignment may be extended beyond the end of exam week unless an incomplete or a course extension has been requested and approved.

For a two-week intensive, a weekend intensive, or an independent study, unless an incomplete or a course extension has been requested and approved, no assignment may be extended beyond the deadline for all coursework in that session. Incomplete forms and course extension forms must be submitted by the deadline posted in the academic calendar.

**AUDITING A COURSE**

**Current Students**

1. Students are to contact the instructor for permission to audit the course, and if permission is granted, request that the instructor send an email to the Joint Seminaries Registrar. The Registrar will then register the student in the course for an audit.

2. The Professor of a course is responsible for establishing the requirements for auditors and must give written approval of an audit to the Joint Seminaries Registrar by email.

3. Students who do not meet these requirements will be administratively withdrawn from the course and, thus, no record of the course will be recorded on the student’s transcript.

4. Students who are administratively withdrawn from a course as a result of not fulfilling the requirements are still responsible for the audit fees associated with that course.

5. Bethany financial aid does not cover the fees for audited classes for any students whether or not they are administratively withdrawn.

**Seminary Spouses**

Seminary Spouses may audit one course a semester, if their spouse is not also auditing a course that semester. The only cost to the spouse is the application fee. This is a gift from the seminary to the supportive partners of our students. Please see the director of student development to apply.

**CONTINUING OCCASIONAL AND AUDIT STUDENTS**

Continuing occasional and audit students renew their status once per year, typically in February. They will receive a notification from the Business Office with a renewal form. This form and the yearly payment are to be returned to Business Office in order to remain on active status.

**CANCELLATION OF COURSE DUE TO ENROLLMENT**

The cancellation of a course is a difficult decision that will always disappoint some constituency of Bethany. In certain circumstances, however, it is a decision that the Academic Dean is charged with making in the best interests of the institution. The faculty offers this set of guidelines to assist the Dean in these decisions:

1. We are committed to providing the courses our students need and that we have promised to offer via the course schedule. In the event that a course is seriously under enrolled, the Dean will review the matter weighing our commitment to offer the course and the costs to the institution and to the students. When fewer than four students register for a course taught by a regular member of the Bethany faculty, the Dean will consult with the instructor to determine whether to offer the course with a small number of students.

2. When fewer than four students register for a course taught by an adjunct faculty member, the Dean will determine whether or not there is likely to be additional registrations from incoming new students or returning students in consultation with the Admissions and Financial Aid personnel and the Dean. The Dean will also determine the long-term impact on students who have included the course as a key component of their graduation plan in consultation with advisors and program directors. A decision to cancel or not cancel will take both of these considerations into account.

3. The decision to cancel a course will normally be made four weeks ahead of the first day of the term. That decision may be delayed if there is potential for additional enrollment sufficient to meet guidelines and requirements.

4. If a course has been cancelled due to low enrollment but one or more students are still interested in developing an independent or group independent study on the topic, the instructor or the interested students may develop an independent study proposal for review by EPAC. As an independent study, the course would be for three semester hours of credit. In comparison with the cancelled course, the independent study would require more initiative from the student(s) and less involvement by the instructor, who would take the role of an advisor.

Certificate at Partner School (Bethany or ESR)

Students enrolled in a degree program at one school (Bethany or ESR) may earn a certificate at the partner school (Bethany or ESR) without going through the complete application process as a certificate student at the other institution. These students must complete a simple form, to be counted and processed appropriately. During the typical process for graduation, they must complete the intent to Graduate form in order to be awarded the physical certificate and be recognized during commencement. Students may count the certificate courses toward...
the degree, as per policy of the school granting the degree. Transcripts will reflect both the degree from the home institution and the certificate from the partner school. The courses that apply to the certificate will be indicated on the transcript. Graduates with a certificate from the partner school will be announced at commencement exercises and included in the printed program. Should students enrolled in a certificate program at one school seek to enroll in another certificate at the other school, they will need to enroll as a certificate student at the second school, with a simplified process.

WINTER WEATHER CAMPUS CLOSURE POLICY
Bethany Theological Seminary and Earlham School of Religion jointly adopted the following policy regarding winter weather campus closure.
1. The schools will close campus, cancel or delay classes in accordance with Earlham College closure, cancellations or delays.
2. The schools will also cancel classes in the event of a declared “snow emergency” by the City of Richmond, even if Earlham College classes are not canceled. Classes will remain canceled until the snow emergency is lifted.
3. The schools may cancel classes on other occasions as determined by the Dean of Bethany (or the President or Executive Director of Business Services, if the Dean is not available), and the Dean of ESR or the Dean’s designee. No classes will meet during a cancellation.
4. Decisions to cancel classes will be made by 6:00 a.m. Cancellation announcements will be made by phone and email using the Earlham Urgency notification system. It is the responsibility of students, faculty, and staff to keep contact information current in Banner. Notice of the cancellation will also be available by recorded phone message at (765) 983-1423 and (765) 983-5817.
5. On occasions of bad weather when the schools remain open, individual faculty members may choose to cancel their own classes when that is the appropriate decision for their particular classes. Notification of persons involved in these classes will be the responsibility of the faculty member.
6. On occasions of campus closure, individual faculty members may choose to hold classes by video conference with the understanding that IT support will not be available. Notification of persons involved in these classes will be the responsibility of the faculty member. Students, faculty, and staff shall not travel to campus and students who elect not to attend will not be penalized if class is held during a campus closure.
7. Individual faculty members may adjust their course calendars to account for class cancellations due to campus closures.
8. Notification of students will be the responsibility of the faculty member.
9. Graduate courses taught at SVMC are canceled no later than 2:00 p.m. on the day of the course (Friday). The SVMC Program Coordinator then contacts all students who are affected by the cancellation. Students should always be aware of weather conditions before they set out for a lengthy drive to attend class.

CHANGE IN SCHOOL OF ENROLLMENT
In the admission of students to Bethany and Earlham School of Religion, care is taken to ensure that students are enrolled in the school whose programs best serve their particular educational and vocational goals. Church of the Brethren students normally enroll at Bethany, and students from the Religious Society of Friends normally enroll at ESR. Students from other faith traditions may choose one or the other school for a variety of reasons. In each case, the expectation is that students will complete their program of study in the school to which they are admitted.

In exceptional cases, a student enrolled at either Bethany or ESR may determine that a given school’s program of study is not meeting their educational and vocational goals, and may choose to seek permission to transfer or be admitted as a new student to the partner school. This is a situation of complex ramifications and the partner schools take the following process very seriously. When this occurs, the process outlined below will be followed:
1. The student utilizes the advising process in his/her school to explore the possibilities for fulfilling their goals and needs within their present program, and for addressing any special issues that may arise. This process includes conversations with the Faculty Advisor, the Academic Dean, and the Director of Student Development.
2. If after this discernment process the student still wishes to pursue the option of enrolling at the partner school, he/she will formally withdraw from the school of original enrollment. In addition, the student must fulfill all financial or other obligations to the school;
3. The student may apply for admission to the partner school after the preceding steps have been taken, and must meet all the admission requirements of that school. If requested, the student may authorize the release of their file from the original school of enrollment for review by the admissions committee of the partner school; and
4. As a part of the application process, the student must prepare a written statement outlining the ways in which he or she believes that a program of study at the partner school will better serve their particular educational and/or vocational goals. Assessment of that statement is part of the admission decision by the partner school.

In the case of a student who has previously enrolled at and withdrawn from one of the schools, and who subsequently seeks admission to the partner school, the application process proceeds as described in (1) and (4) above, and also includes consultation with appropriate staff at the school of prior enrollment.

The Academic Deans of the two schools monitor this process and keep each other apprised of developments by admissions staff.

CHANGE IN STATUS FROM OCCASIONAL TO DEGREE/CERTIFICATE STUDENT
An occasional student who wishes to enter a degree or certificate program needs to take the following steps:
1. Complete the longer Degree Application;
2. Secure forms from the Admissions Office to be given to 3 references that will provide academic, church, and personal references for admission;
3. Submit to the Admissions Office a 2-3 page typewritten essay describing personal and professional goals how these relate to one’s faith perspective, understandings of the church, and sense of calling or vocation; how a Seminary education at Bethany can help fulfill these goals;
4. Submission of new transcripts is not required provided there have been no changes, degrees earned, or贻等;
5. Campus visit and interviews are required in addition to the written materials listed above. The Admissions Committee acts on requests for change of status when the steps indicated have been taken and all materials have been received and reviewed.

CHANGE OF PROGRAM FOR DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE STUDENT
MDiv, MA or Certificate students wishing to change their program of study, must submit a Change of Program form to the academic committee, following all of the steps outlined on the form.

Shared Credit in Two Degrees
Students who wish to complete both the MDIV and the MA (or the MATW) through Bethany are able to count a limited number of credits toward both degrees, thereby reducing the total time needed to finish the two graduate programs. Accreditation standards permit students to use up to “half of the smaller degree” toward the other one. For Bethany, this means that up to 20 credits, half of the required credits for the MA, or up to 18 credits, half of the required credits for the MATW) may be counted toward the completion of the both the MDIV and MA (or the MATW). Students are encouraged to take coursework toward both degrees simultaneously. Students must have conversations with both the director of student development and the academic dean in order to begin this process of shared credit in two degrees and to plan appropriately.

Continuing Certificate and Degree Students
Session One contains two parts: August Intensives and Semester-long courses.
Session Two contains three parts: January Intensives, Semester-long courses, and Spring Intensives.
Advising days will be concurrent with the registration period. Students should plan to meet with their advisors during these days to assist them in choosing courses and registering. If advisors are not local, advising sessions can be accomplished on the telephone or by email. If a degree or certificate program student fails to register by the end of the registration period designated on the Academic Calendar, they must contact the Director of Student Development regarding a Leave of Absence. Please see Leave of Absence Policy for details.

ATTENDANCE POLICY
Regular attendance in courses that meet face-to-face and equivalent participation in online activities are essential for successful learning and teaching at Bethany. Students need to be present in class or online, both for their own learning and for the contributions they can make to the learning of others. Consequently, Bethany’s policy on attendance places limits on allowable absences, giving consideration to the format
of the course and (in some cases) to the reasons for an absence.

Weekly, Semiweekly, Two-Week Intensives
In a course that meets weekly, semiweekly, or as a two-week intensive, students who miss more than 20% of the scheduled face-to-face meetings for any reason will not receive credit.

Instructors may set a more stringent standard for attendance when warranted in a particular course, and absences totaling less than 20% of the total class time may still be a factor in the instructor’s evaluation of whether a student has earned credit.

Weekend Intensives
Weekend intensives feature 3 weekend meetings on the Bethany campus or at off-site locations. It is important that students attend all weekend sessions, especially since absence from an entire weekend would mean missing more than 20% of the face-to-face time. Students who know by the start of a semester that they will be unable to attend an entire weekend session should plan to take a different course or take the same course when it is offered again. Missing a portion of a weekend session may be acceptable if the absence falls within the 20% limit and the instructor agrees.

In the event of certain unavoidable emergencies, a student who has the support of the instructor may petition EPAC to continue seeking credit in a weekend intensive despite missing one weekend session. Such an arrangement will normally involve additional work to make up for the missed class time and to facilitate equivalent learning. Some examples of unavoidable emergencies include the death of an immediate family member, the student being too ill to attend class, or the student being unable to travel due to hazardous weather. Pastoral emergencies or other demands by the student’s congregation or employer are not acceptable excuses for missing a weekend session. Students serving as pastors are expected to arrange with their congregations to have a substitute available in case of an emergency. In addition, students are encouraged to arrange for others to help with family emergencies rather than to miss class.

EPAC will consider the particular circumstances surrounding a serious family emergency, such as an illness requiring a parent to be with a child. Even if a student receives permission from EPAC to continue in a weekend intensive, missing a weekend is a major concern that the instructor will consider in assessing whether the student has earned credit for the course. A student who misses two weekends of a weekend intensive for any reason will not receive credit.

Online
Online courses do not require attendance at face-to-face meetings, but regular participation in online discussions becomes the equivalent of classroom attendance. Time spent interacting with Moodle is considered time the student would otherwise be spending in the classroom. One should typically expect to spend at least three hours in addition to readings and other assignments. In keeping with the above 20% standard, a student who misses more than 20% of the posting deadlines under this policy, failing to post or posting late) during a semester-long course will not receive credit for the course.

In order to maximize interaction among participants in the course, it is highly preferable that students participate in online discussions according to the schedule set by the instructor. It is essential that students keep up with online postings and other assignments, as this is a vital tool for online learning. Typically, late posts are not allowed. However, instructors have the freedom to make explicit exceptions to this, as stated in course syllabi.

Hybrid
Hybrid courses include 2-3 face-to-face sessions (usually on weekends) together with online teaching and learning at other times.

The faculty chooses a hybrid format when face-to-face sessions and online activities are both essential for the kinds of learning sought in the course, and students should plan to participate fully in both. In this format, the same 20% limit on total missed class time and postings applies.

Synchronous
Synchronous participation in courses involves students at a distance connecting into a campus course using live video technology. The use of this technology may be either the scheduled format for a course or implemented during weather emergencies (particularly for intensives), as determined by the Academic Dean and the instructor of the course. In such cases, the same 20% limit on total missed class time applies.

Adjustments/Exceptions
Because the relative weight given to face-to-face and online activities may vary from course to course, the instructor in consultation with the Academic Dean will establish a clear attendance policy for each course, taking into account the overall 20% limit on face-to-face and online absences. The instructor is free to establish a stricter limit than 20% and also to clarify expectations for participation and posting within each course syllabus, as best fits the pedagogy and structure of a course. As with a weekend intensive, a student who misses one face-to-face weekend due to an unavoidable emergency may petition EPAC to continue seeking credit in the course. Such a petition would require the support of the instructor and a plan to accomplish the objectives of the missed session in another way.

In such cases, it is especially important that the student participate actively in all online components of the course. If a student becomes ineligible to earn credit for the course because of absence under this policy, the student will be subject to the Late Drop of Courses and Withdrawal Policy in this Handbook. Note: This policy applies to students in Bethany courses. Bethany students enrolled in ESR courses follow the ESR Attendance Policy for those courses.

Residency Requirement
In line with accreditation requirements, Bethany has a residential requirement for its MDiv program. See the Bethany catalog for details. The MA and MATW degrees and the certificates have no residential requirement. For a course to count toward the MDiv residential requirement, the professor and the student must be in the same location for the course on Bethany’s main campus for the majority (51%) of scheduled class time. If a student should use synchronous video (Zoom) to connect into a course, that time cannot exceed 40% of the scheduled course time. For ESR courses only, apart from an instructor’s policy regarding illness, a student registered for residential credit may Zoom in at most 3 times (for a weekly block class) and still have it constitute a residential class.

COMPLAINT POLICY (ACADEMIC COURSE WORK)
On the occasion that a Bethany student has done all the work for a Bethany course in a timely fashion and disagrees with the professor’s assessment of that work which has resulted in a non-credit (NC), the following process should be followed: The student must first discuss the issues with the professor, arguing his or her case for credit based on the work they did and the requirements in the syllabus. If the conflict remains after this conversation and the student wishes to appeal further, he or she may appeal to the Academic Dean. The Academic Dean will consult with both the student and the professor about the matter and may request another professor’s assessment of the materials before deciding whether or not credit should be granted. The Dean’s decision may be appealed to the President.

On the occasion of any other academic complaint, the student must discuss the issue with the professor. If the concern cannot be resolved in this manner, the Dean can be brought in either to make a decision or to form a panel including the President, Academic Dean, and a third party selected annually by the faculty to hear formal complaints, investigate such complaints and resolve the issue.

COMPLAINT POLICY (JOINT POLICY BETHANY AND ESR)
On the occasion that a student from either partner Seminary needs an institutional process to appeal formally an action on the part of a professor, he or she shall use the process stated in the policies of the professor’s institution (ESR Student Complaint Policy page 37 ESR Student Handbook; Bethany Student Complaint Policy, above). A student filing a complaint will be accompanied through the process by his or her advisor/mentor or another faculty member from the student’s institution approved by the student.

In the case of jointly taught courses or other circumstances involving professors from both institutions, the Deans shall confer and decide how to proceed.”

Approved by the Joint Faculty Meeting April 5, 2004

COMPLAINTS REGARDING COMPLIANCE WITH ACCREDITING STANDARDS
In accordance with regulations adopted by the U.S. Department of Education, the Association of Theological Schools (ATS) requires that each member school “shall have a process for responding to complaints raised by students related to areas addressed by ATS accrediting standards and shall maintain a record of such formal student complaints for ATS review.” Bethany’s process for dealing with such complaints is as follows:

Copies of the official ATS document describing ATS accrediting standards are kept in the offices of the Academic Dean and the President. They are available for review by faculty and students at any time.

In the event that a student judges that Bethany Theological Seminary is not complying with one or more ATS accrediting standards, he/she is encouraged to consult with the Academic Dean. If the issue is not resolved through clarification, the student may submit a formal written complaint to the Office of the Academic Dean, who shall respond to the complaint in writing. Copies of both the complaint and the response shall be placed in a formal complaint file in the Office of the President.
3. In the event that the student who brought the complaint does not regard the response as adequate, he/she may appeal in writing to the President to review the complaint and response and to ask for an additional response. In reviewing the appeal, the President may choose to consult with related individuals and/or groups, to bring the matter to an appropriate internal governance structure or to the Board of Trustees, or to convene a special committee to explore the matter and report its findings. After the review process, the President shall respond to the appeal in writing. Copies of both the appeal and the response shall be placed in the formal complaint file in the Office of the President.

4. The file of formal student complaints and responses to such complaints shall be open for ATS review at all times.

FULL TIME
Bethany considers registration for 12 credit hours per session a full-time academic load. Students typically accomplish this by taking four semester-long classes per session or three semester-long classes and one intensive period. International Students must take at least 9 credit hours per session or three semester-long classes and one intensive period. International Students must take at least 9 credit hours per session.

INDEPENDENT STUDY POLICY
• An Independent Study is a curricular option intended to augment regularly offered courses. Independent Studies may be used for a number of reasons: to pursue a topic of particular interest or importance to the student, to supplement an area or topic not explored within the curriculum, to provide focused research related to the MA/MATW Thesis/Portfolio/Project, and to make the content of regular courses accessible due to schedule conflicts or course availability. The Independent Study Form for the Cross-Cultural Course requirement is handled on a separate form.
• All requests for an Independent Study with a Bethany faculty member must be approved by the Educational Policies and Advisory Committee (EPAC). Bethany students desiring an Independent Study from ESR must follow the policy of the school in which they are enrolled. Students follow the policy of the school which they are seeking an extension.
• Students may apply for one of two types of extensions: Extensions will only be given on the basis of extenuating circumstances. Extenuating circumstances are those that could not have been prevented or anticipated and were completely outside of the student’s control, such as serious illness, death in the family, or other such emergency.
• Students may apply for one of two types of extensions: Extensions may be granted for one additional week after the final day of the term. The following signatures are necessary for approval: the instructor and the dean.

COURSE MATERIAL/READING
• Students may submit papers, examinations, or other required assignments as a part of course work after the final day of the term, as indicated by the date specified on the Academic Calendar.
• Bethany does not grant “incompletes.” However, students may request an extension by completing the “Course Extension Form” on the reverse side of this sheet, including all the required information, the reason for the request, and the signature of the instructor for the relevant course. This form will be submitted to the dean, and must be received by the final day of the term, according to the Academic Calendar. All extension requests must be appropriately completed and signed, to the dean who brings the request to EPAC.
• The proposal must be approved by EPAC prior to the student beginning the work outlined in the proposal.

COURSE EXTENSION POLICY
• Students may request a longer extension if they are enrolled in a degree program (MDiv and MA/MATW; 12 credits for MDiv). Certificate students may take up to 5 credits (one course) as an Independent Study. Occasional Students may not register for Independent Studies.
• Bethany students may register for up to 6 credit hours from Independent Studies in one academic year. The total number of credits gained for a degree program through Independent Study must be no more than approximately 15% of total degree credits (6 credits for MA and MATW; 12 credits for MDiv). Certificate students may take up to 5 credits (one course) as an Independent Study. Occasional Students may not register for Independent Studies.
• Bethany students may register for an Independent Study through Bethany for variable credit hours: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0. The expected work will be appropriate to the number of credits.
• Appropriate reading for an Independent Study of 3 credits will normally consist of approximately 1500 pages. A lesser number of pages may be appropriate when the course includes some structured learning experience as well as reading.
• An Independent Study will typically include reading, a written project or other product that demonstrates the student’s learning and scheduled meetings with the faculty instructor/supervisor.
• Independent Studies may be structured either as a course by an individual student or as a group of students involving peer interaction. If a group of students wishes to do an Independent Study together, each student will submit a coordinated proposal and register separately, and the dean will discuss the group proposal with the intended faculty instructor/supervisor, especially in terms of teaching load.
• A faculty instructor/supervisor supported by the dean and approved by EPAC will oversee an Independent Study. The instructor/supervisor may be either a regular member of the faculty or another qualified person approved by the Dean to serve in that role. In the latter case, a regular member of the faculty will be designated as the contact person for the outside instructor/supervisor.
• Bethany faculty members carrying a regular teaching load may serve as instructor/supervisor for up to two Independent Studies (typically 6 credits total) each term. Exceptions will be negotiated with the dean.

COURSE LOAD/OVERLOAD POLICY
A course load of 12 credit hours per semester is considered a full-time course load for each session. Any additional credits are considered an overload. Permission to take a course overload of an additional 1-3 hours in a given session may be granted by the faculty advisor as an exception to normal policy if ALL of the following criteria are met:
1. The student is in good standing academically, and has successfully completed all of the courses for which he or she was enrolled in the most recently completed session;
2. The student is carrying no more than 20 hours of employment and/or volunteer assignments per week during the session in which the overload will be carried. The total of 20 hours includes Federal Work-Study and, for MDiv students in a ministry formation placement, hours committed to their field education assignment as ministers in training;
3. The student has not requested course extensions during the session most recently completed and does not anticipate requesting such an extension during the current session. If the student subsequently requests a course extension for a course taken during the current session, that will nullify the permission granted for an overload in the upcoming session; and
4. The faculty advisor deems that the student is capable of carrying the overload without jeopardizing health and/or the quality of the student's work.

A course overload is not permitted during the student's first year of study. Students desiring to register for an overload need to obtain a form from the Academic Services website or workroom and give the completed form to their faculty advisor. The signed form will be submitted with the course registration form to the Academic Services office.

Students denied permission to take an overload may appeal the decision of their advisor to the Academic Dean. The Academic Dean's decision is final.

COlUmN LOAD FOR TWO-WEEK INTENSIVES

The seminaries do not permit a student to be enrolled in two two-week Intensive courses concurrently. The concentration of material and the amount of time for critical reflection during a two-week Intensive require the full attention of the student.

It is possible, though not recommended, for a student to audit one two-week Intensive while taking another. It is possible, though not recommended, for a student to audit one two-week Intensive while taking another.

The seminaries do not permit a student to be enrolled in two two-week Intensive courses concurrently. The concentration of material and the amount of time for critical reflection during a two-week Intensive require the full attention of the student.

The seminaries do not permit a student to be enrolled in two two-week Intensive courses concurrently. The concentration of material and the amount of time for critical reflection during a two-week Intensive require the full attention of the student.

NEW STUDENT REGISTRATION

Orientation is required for all degree and certificate students, consisting of both online and on campus components. New Students will have the opportunity to register with their advisor and Joint Seminaries Registrar prior to orientation. The registration deadline for new students is posted on the Academic Calendar. Anyone who fails to meet this deadline will be subject to late fees. All registration activity is done in close consultation with your academic advisor.

During orientation, students will meet with their/her academic advisor. New students will be given access to the Orientation Moodle Site for paper work, student handbook, surveys and other informative pieces. They are expected to read through everything and provide completed paperwork at orientation.

LATE REGISTRATION

A late registration fee will be charged when initial registration (not drop/add activity) for a session is not completed until after the registration period has ended. This late fee will also be charged for students who have a financial hold on their account, which prevents their registration until after the registration period has ended.

If arrangements have been made by a student to meet their financial obligation by the beginning of the new session, the financial hold will be removed to allow registration. If the student does not meet their financial obligation as agreed, their registration will be revoked and they will be unable to begin classes. (See student account policy, pages 53-55). Courses may be dropped and added between the registration period and the add/drop deadlines found on the Academic Calendar. This is accomplished through Banner Self-Service. The Academic Calendar and instructions for the use of Banner Self-Service can be found on the Academic Services website: http://asa.earlham.edu

REGISTRATION WAITING LISTS

1. Courses with enrollment limits: Each course with a limit will be filled on a first come, first serve basis by students who need the course for their program or emphasis. All other students will be placed on a waiting list in the order that their registration materials are received.
2. The waiting list will be evaluated and any open spots offered to students on the waiting list beginning eight weeks before the course begins and will continue until the course is full.

REGISTRATION FOR CPE OR CROSS-CULTURAL TRIPS

Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE), or other programs such as AMERC should be registered for in the session in which it will be COMPLETED. Please note the different course numbers and instructors for ESR & Bethany students to take CPE.

CROSS REGISTRATION

Anabaptist Mennonite Biblical Seminary, Christian Theological Seminary, Payne Theological Seminary, United Theological Seminary

Students of Bethany and ESR can take courses at Anabaptist Mennonite Biblical Seminary (Elkhart, Indiana), Christian Theological Seminary (Indianapolis), Payne Theological Seminary (Wilberforce, Ohio) and United Theological Seminary (Trotwood, Ohio) through cross registration.

Fill out a cross registration form, found on the rack in the 2nd floor workroom or on the Joint Seminaries Registrar Moodle site, and submit it to the registrar.

We will be happy to assist you in any way to make this process smooth. Your tuition will be charged through your own Seminary and your registration and grades will be issued through Academic Services. We will work with the registrar's office of the Seminary offering the course to accomplish this.

EARLHAM COLLEGE

Students may cross register at Earlham College for graduate level credit in upper level college courses that pertain to the student's degree program. At this time, Earlham College offers on campus courses. Frequent examples are languages, philosophy, religion, psychology, sociology/anthropology, music, and management courses. Students may be asked to do additional work in order to receive graduate level credit.

Procedure to register:
1. Get a “petition to register at Earlham College” form from the workroom;
2. Fill it out entirely and get the necessary signatures;
3. These offers will be made by email to the seminary email account of the students. In the event that the student declines the seat or does not respond, the next student on the waiting list will be contacted each day.

DEADLINES FOR SUBMISSION OF COURSEWORK, SPECIAL REQUESTS, GRADES, EVALUATIONS

The catalog describes the policies governing due dates for submitting various materials related to the curricular program. The academic calendar printed in the catalog and updated on the Academic Services website includes specific due dates for some of these items.

CHANGE TO A NEWER VERSION OF THE DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS

When the faculty revises the curriculum, students can request to be held to the newer requirements rather than the requirements under which they began their program. This should be done by filling out the appropriate form with signatures after consultation with their advisor and the Academic Dean.

DELAYED COMPLETION OF DEGREE PROGRAM

MDIV students have eight calendar years from the date of admission to complete their degree program under the graduation requirements in force when they were admitted. MA students have five calendar years from the date of admission to complete their degree program, including the thesis or portfolio, under the graduation requirements in force when they were admitted. If a degree program is not completed within the time indicated, a student may apply for readmission to the program in order to complete the degree. Upon readmission, a student is advised of new and/or outstanding graduation requirements, and of what courses previously completed will carry forward for credit.

When more than ten years have elapsed from the date of admission to a program, students applying for readmission must complete the usual application process required of new students, including a campus visit and interview, and may request that coursework previously completed receive credit in the new program of study. Such students must complete a minimum of 24
additional credit hours, which is the equivalent of one additional year of full-time study. In addition, such students need to fulfill all of the degree requirements in effect at the time of readmission. They will be given a preliminary projection of credits to be granted and of requirements to be completed at the time of readmission. At the discretion of either the faculty advisor or the Academic Dean, they may be required to retake some courses taken previously and/or to demonstrate competency in particular areas of the curriculum.

PROBATION AND DISMISSAL POLICY
Any student earning a second NC (no-credit) in their career at Bethany will automatically be placed on academic probation. Probation will be lifted after:

• Initiated by the student in consultation with their advisor, the student analyzes what happened and makes a plan to prevent further NCs. The written plan is presented by the advisor to faculty in executive session.
• 9 consecutive credit hours have been completed with no further NCs (or, the number of credits needed to graduate, if less than 9) and the student has fulfilled the stipulations of the approved plan.

If another NC is earned while on probation (3 total), the student will be dismissed. If another NC is earned after probation is lifted (3 total), it will automatically result in probation again. Probation will be lifted after the above requirements have been completed. Another NC (4 total) will result in dismissal.

Any student who earns more than two NCs in the same session will follow the policy stated above, adjusting the total numbers of NCs up by one in each instance accordingly (that is, allowing for a instead of 3 and 5 instead of 4, respectively).

A student may appeal the action to dismiss by following the Complaint Policy (Academic Course Work) as outlined in the Student Handbook.

PROVISIONAL ADMISSION POLICY
Applicants with deficiencies in their previous academic record or application materials may be admitted on a provisional basis. Such students will consult their advisor at the beginning of their coursework to review these concerns. The student will create a written plan to address them. The written plan will be presented by the advisor to faculty in executive session.

Provisional admission status will be lifted when the student has successfully completed 9 consecutive credit hours and the student has fulfilled the stipulations of the approved plan. The Academic Probation Policy will be followed if the student earns more than one NC while on provisional admission.

LATE DROP OF COURSES AND WITHDRAWAL POLICY
During the weeks before the first drop deadline and the final one, as listed on the Academic Calendar (which is also included as a timeline in this Handbook), a student may simply use Banner Self-Service to drop a course. In this case, a W (Withdrawal) will not appear on the transcript, as the course will not appear. When a student drops a course at any point during this drop period, the student will also notify the professor and Academic Services (vanloap@earlham.edu) via email of the decision to drop, so that a written record can be retained.

If an individual course is dropped after the date designated on the Academic Calendar for not receiving a NC, then this will result in a non-credit on one’s academic transcript. Under extenuating circumstances, a student may appeal with a petition explaining the circumstances to EPAC (Educational Policies and Advisory Committee). First, the student will need to have a conversation with the professor. Second, the student will obtain written confirmation of the professor’s approval. Third, the student will send this request via email to EPAC, including the written confirmation from the professor. If approved by EPAC, a W (withdrawal) will appear on the transcript.

Departure from school prior to the final class meeting of the session including final exams is permitted only in an emergency and only with the approval of EPAC in advance of departure. If the student does not appeal to EPAC for a W, then a NC will automatically result. A Withdrawal (W) will only be granted on a transcript on the basis of extenuating circumstances. Examples of extenuating circumstances include: serious illness, death in the family, or other such emergency that was out of the student’s control. Students who wish to request a Withdrawal (W) may do so only between the final drop deadline on the Academic Calendar and an absolute deadline that is four weeks prior to the end of exam week. A request for a W in the last four weeks of the semester will not be granted by EPAC. Instead, during these last four weeks of the semester, the student may appeal to EPAC for a course extension, following the Course Extension Policy. If the student is unable to fulfill the stipulations of the Course Extension, then a NC will result, without the possibility of changing this to a W. This policy does not apply to Two-Week Intensives. For these intensives, see the dates on the Academic Calendar.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE POLICY
In order to continue in active status, students in a degree or certificate program must register for at least one course each session. If they are unable to take courses during a given session they must consult with their advisor and communicate with the Director of Student Development for a leave of absence. Students may take a leave of absence for no more than two consecutive semesters at one time. However, students wishing to go on leave of absence must apply each semester in which they wish to be on leave. Leave of absence will not be granted retroactively during a term; the leave would start at the beginning of the following semester.

If another leave of absence status may be granted for professional or personal reasons including, but not limited to: illness, caring for an ill family member, birth or adoption of a child, need to deal with changes or crises at workplace, or to study at another seminary and earn course credit that may be transferred into their Bethany program. It should be noted that leave of absence status does not extend the deadline for degree completion.

Leave of absence status includes the following arrangements, privileges, and fees:
1. Library privileges continue.
2. Student mailbox remains active.
3. Student email account remains active.
4. Student remains on student email listserve & thus receives newsletters and other communication.
5. Federal student loans not available for LOA period.
6. Federal student loan repayment grace period will begin six months after the start of a LOA.
7. Loan repayment would then begin after the six month grace period ends, twelve months after going on LOA.
8. Bethany wellness center membership subsidy not available.
9. Cross cultural bank payments will be suspended during LOA period.
10. All Financial Aid deadlines must be met prior to the LOA period, in case the student wishes to return to coursework. There is no exception made for late Financial Aid materials. The Financial Aid process for the year after a LOA must be attended to by the normal deadlines. Please be well advised with the following information: bethanyseminary.edu/admissions/ financial-aid/or contact the Coordinator of Student Financial Services.

11. All fees, academic calendar deadlines and routine seminary processes apply during the LOA period.

If a student does not register, does not request a leave of absence, and does not withdraw he or she will be administratively withdrawn after the first week of semester long courses is completed during the third session in which they have not registered, requested a LOA, or withdrawn. This date marks the end of the period which courses may be added. All student privileges will end at this time. The six-month grace period on federal student loans would then begin and repayment start after the grace period ends.

GRADUATION POLICY
Students must have completed all the requirements of their degree program in order to participate in commencement. However, students who will have completed all of their program requirements by the end of the May Intensive immediately following commencement may appeal to EPAC before its November meeting for an exception to this policy, which will be considered on a case-by-case basis. In addition, students must have cleared their student account prior to graduation in order to participate in commencement activities. See Results of Past Due Accounts on page 57 for more detail on student account status for graduation. Potential graduates should check the academic calendar and academic services forms page for the following:

• Transcript conversion date
• Intention to graduate form and due date
• Graduation fee

Graduation and Commencement Events Information: Additional
Commencement Events include Baccalaureate, the Senior Banquet, and the Academic Ceremony (a ticketed event). Graduates plan the Senior Banquet and Baccalaureate, and the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees along with the Closing Events Oversight Committee plan the Academic Ceremony. Graduates are all required to complete the following before they are allowed to obtain tickets for the Academic Ceremony:

• Bethany new alumni exit and alumni
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The coursework contributes to the curricular program the student is pursuing at Bethany. MDiv students may transfer up to 36 credits of coursework taken at another institution, MA students may transfer up to 21 credits of coursework, and MATW students may transfer up to 18 credits of coursework. All transfer credits must be approved by the Academic Dean. Transfer credit is generally restricted to courses in one or another of the curricular areas described in the Bethany catalog. At the discretion of the Academic Dean, up to nine credit hours of transfer credit may be granted for courses in cognate disciplines that contribute to the fulfillment of the objectives for the degree program. When such courses receive credit, they will count as electives.

WITHDRAWAL FROM THE INSTITUTION
Before withdrawal from the institution is official, a student must speak to his/her advisor, schedule an appointment with and file the withdrawal form with the Director of Student Development. The Director of Student Development will inform the Joint Seminaries Registrar and the Academic Dean of the student’s withdrawal.

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT REGARDING STUDENT FILES
(Adopted by the Joint Faculty-Student Meeting, February 1, 1976)

Individual Student Access
The student has access to these file contents:
• Application for Admission;
• College transcript;
• Bethany transcript;
• Letters of reference for admission which were not waived;
• Student/institutional correspondence concerning admission information;
• Academic correspondence during sessions here regarding requests, action, and examination information;
• Course materials including demonstration of proficiency material;
• Course evaluations.

Ministry Formation and other students have access to the above named material with the individual student’s permission. The materials may be obtained with the assistance of the appropriate custodian of the material.

President/Academic Dean Access
The President and the Academic Dean have access to all materials including the above-mentioned materials in the Student Access Section and the waived letters of reference, notes of pastoral concerns, and notes of medical or psychiatric nature.

Facility/Staff/EPAC/Joint Seminaries Registrar
Facility, Staff, EPAC Committee, and the Joint Seminaries Registrars have access to all student files. They have access to President/Academic Dean access files only after authorization by the Academic Dean or the President. Under the overall supervision of the President or the Academic Dean, the Executive Assistant to the President and the Administrative Assistant to the Academic Dean have access to these materials as related to the performance of their duties.

PERSONS OUTSIDE OF THE INSTITUTION
Persons outside of the institution (including credit checks, other academic institutions, employment references, or denominational inquiries) have limited access and only to specifically requested signed released documents authorized by the student.

Individual Faculty and Staff Files
Individual Faculty and Staff files on a student are the sole property of the individual faculty/staff. Access to these materials by the student and institutional personnel is only through negotiation with the individual faculty/staff member. Such files may include notes of pastoral concern, progress or evaluations, or letters of recommendation. Letters of recommendation written for a student by a faculty/staff member are kept in the file of the writer and never to be included in the student’s file elsewhere.

Disposition of Material
After a student graduates (or a 7-year period has passed since a person terminated with the institution) file contents will be destroyed except for three areas:
1. Permanent record materials consisting of application for admission, college transcript, Bethany transcript, and such other institutional correspondence related to a student’s course of study as is deemed necessary by the Academic Dean. The final disposition of these materials is in the archives vault in alphabetical order. Access to these materials is limited to the President or the Academic Dean or the Joint Seminaries Registrar (or a representative thereof) and the individual student.
2. Research materials consisting of Graduate Record Examinations, readiness for Ministry, and personality and other similar tests or evaluations, are kept and separated by year in the archives vault. Access is by permission of the President or the Academic Dean to bona fide researchers who will maintain the institution’s level of confidentiality.
3. Course materials, demonstration of proficiency, course evaluations, and ministry sequence materials are to be given to the student.

Information From Files
Information from files is to be divulged only under the above guidelines.

Published Bethany Directory
Published Bethany Directory information and other published materials by the Seminary can be given on request with prior notification.

POLICY STATEMENT ON STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
(Bethany Theological Seminary & Earlham School of Religion)
As a community of two Seminaries in partnership we approach a policy such as this from both moral and legal bases. We desire to be a community of equal opportunity in learning and extracurricular activities for all our students. We choose to begin our policy statement with the following quote from the National Council of Churches which articulates the motivation toward equality within the lives of followers of Christ.

"Indeed, the body does not consist of one member but of many." (1 Corinthians 12:4)

One in five Americans lives with impairment that significantly limits one or more major life activities. Virtually everyone will live with a disability at some time in life. Concepts of justice for people with disabilities have evolved beyond paternalism toward the ideals of full participation and inclusion in all aspects of life. Disability rights and self-advocacy movements have emerged. At the national level, landmark laws such as the Rehabilitation Act, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), and the Americans with Disabilities Act seek to assure the same rights to people with disabilities that are guaranteed to all other people in our society. The religious community also has taken a number of initiatives. Beginning in 1990 and as recently as 1993, the NCC has affirmed its belief in the dignity and worth of all people, including those of us with disabilities. Most NCC member communions have issued statements calling for the full inclusion of people with disabilities in all aspects of church life. In spite of these efforts, attitudinal, communication, and architectural barriers remain. The church has served
as a point of entry for many marginalized individuals into the mainstream of society. Now the time has come for the NCC to reaffirm and broaden its commitment to people with disabilities. This policy statement rests upon eight theological principles.

1. All people are created in the image of God
2. “Then God said, “Let us make humankind in our image….” (Genesis 1:26) God creates all human beings in the divine image or likeness. This image is not a measurable characteristic or set of characteristics. God’s image is reflected uniquely in each person.
3. All people are called by God
4. “For we are what (God) has made us, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand to be our way of life.” (Ephesians 2:10) God calls all human beings to express the divine image through their unique characteristics. Each person’s characteristics, including disabilities, are inseparable and valuable features of the unique, indivisible person.
5. All people have special gifts
6. “Now there are varieties of gifts but the same spirit…” (1 Corinthians 12:1) God supplies all human beings with the unique gifts needed to obey the divine call. All other people need the gifts God has given to each person, and no one is dispensable or unnecessary.
7. All people are invited to participate in God’s ministry
8. “To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good.” (1 Corinthians 12:12) God has given each person a unique role to rely on and participate in the ministry of the church. God continually empowers each member of the Body of Christ to reflect the divine image in ways that will serve and benefit the church and the broader community.

Statement of Non-Discrimination
Bethany Theological Seminary and Earlham School of Religion (hereafter referred to as the Seminaries) do not discriminate on the basis of disability in the administration of the education programs and activities, including admission practices, and access to their programs and services. The purpose of this policy is to ensure that students with disabilities have maximal independence and full integration into campus life and shall be prepared for further education or employment. The Seminaries’ efforts to accommodate people with disabilities will be measured against the goal of full participation and integration. Services and programs to promote these benefits for people with disabilities shall complement and support, but not duplicate, the Seminaries’ regular services and programs.

A person with a disability shall be ensured access as all others to programs, opportunities, and activities at either Seminary. Information concerning the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504 (hereafter referred to as the Acts), the rights provided there under, and specific policies regarding non-discrimination of students with disabilities are available from the Director of Student Development of each Seminary.

Definitions of Disability
The standard definition of a person with a disability is any person who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life activities of such an individual, or any person who has a record of such an impairment or who is regarded to have such an impairment. Disabilities fall into several broad categories such as learning, physical, mental and health impairments.

1. Learning disabilities: Capable students are sometimes found to lack the cognitive tools necessary to read, listen, speak, write, or calculate on a level comparable to their intelligence. To be legally recognized and supported within the Seminaries as a “disabled” student, this student needs to provide documentation of diagnosis and methods of testing administered by either an education specialist, a psychologist, or other qualified examiner.
2. Mental disorders disability: Common mental health diagnoses include: depression, bipolar disorders (manic/depressive), anxiety disorders, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), panic disorders, and sleep disorders. Disorders less frequently seen in students are schizophrenia, and schizoaffective or character disorders. A single episode of a mental disorder does not constitute disability. The student needs to submit information regarding what medications and/or treatment s/he is receiving and any side effects attendant with medication usage.

In making a determination as to whether the student is disabled by his/her condition, the Seminaries will consider all the circumstances associated with the condition and treatment and make an individualized determination as to the severity of the condition.

3. Physical disabilities: Common chronic and debilitating physical conditions might include, but are not limited to examples such as blindness, poor vision, deafness, poor hearing, speech impairments, long term need for a wheelchair, AIDS, HIV positive, epilepsy or Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS). To qualify as a disabled student, the disability must be diagnosed and documented by a medical doctor or properly qualified examiner.

Confidentiality of Students with Disabilities
The Seminaries are committed to protecting the privacy and dignity of all students. In compliance with the Acts, along with the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act, the Seminaries agree to request only such information that is deemed necessary to enable students or potential users of the facilities to appropriately access such facilities and services. Moreover, the Seminaries will not disclose such information beyond that authorized by these laws. The Seminaries will maintain the confidentiality of a student’s medical and academic records. Among the reasons that the Seminaries may disclose information about a student’s disability are the following:

1. Faculty, staff, and other appropriate parties, including tutors, may be informed of a student’s disability for the purpose of facilitating essential aid and accommodations. Every attempt will be made to inform the student when confidential information has been passed on.
2. First aid and safety personnel may be informed when necessary, if the student requires emergency treatment.
3. Government officials investigating compliance with the Acts shall be provided with relevant information upon request.
4. No representative of the Seminaries may make public, to individuals or a group -- such as a classroom of students -- information regarding the disability of a student, except when the conveyance of such information meets the above-mentioned conditions or unless authorized to do so by the student.

Reasonable Accommodations
The Seminaries are committed to provide a Seminary education that prepares individuals with disabilities for ministry. The nexus of accommodating students’ disabilities lies in the faculty and student relationship. Instructors and advisors work together to provide accommodations appropriate for the student, while at the same time maintaining institutional standards so that all students receive a comparable graduate-level education.

Reasonable accommodations are those that help the student but do not cause undue hardship on the institution. Some examples of reasonable accommodations are:
1. Extra time to complete tests and assignments may be granted.
2. Students may be allowed to tape classroom lectures and discussions.
3. Students may be allowed to photocopy another student’s class notes.
4. Directions are given clearly and in both oral and written forms.
5. Instructors are available for discussion and questions between class meetings. Example: posted “Office Hours.”

All requests for accommodations must be viewed in their proper context. In some cases, the Seminaries would need to deny a requested accommodation because it would render the student not qualified to pursue his/her education.

Other accommodations may be denied based on cost, whereby the Seminaries can afford equal access for lesser cost. In some cases, a requested accommodation would result in an undue burden, put the student or others at risk, result in a fundamental alteration of the program or be fundamentally unfair to the other students.

If a student wishes to challenge the denial of a particular accommodation, s/he may do so by filing a complaint with the Academic Dean who has been designated the Seminaries’ grievance officer. The Academic Dean will review the complaint in accordance with the grievance procedures and promptly reach a resolution.

Students with an accommodation plan will abide by the Assignment Deadline Policy of the Joint Seminaries.

Implementation
General
1. The Director of Student Development shall be designated to work with students who have disabilities. A system of services shall be developed and maintained to facilitate the provision of access for students with disabilities to all academic programs, services and activities. This system shall integrate students with disabilities into the academic environment to the maximum extent possible.
2. All students defined within this process
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who qualify as disabled shall be entitled to reasonable accommodations and appropriate academic adjustments regardless of their status (full or part-time, class rank, or level). In-service training shall be provided to faculty and staff the purpose of which will be threefold:

- To heighten awareness of existing barriers
- To promote accurate perceptions of students with disabilities regarding their abilities, needs, and rights; and of the institution’s accessibility; and
- To offer tools and ways to enhance accessibility.

3. A grievance procedure shall be developed and maintained by each Seminary. The procedure shall incorporate due process and provide prompt and equitable resolutions to complaints regarding the denial of services, accommodations, or services.

4. All programs, services, activities, and physical structures shall be evaluated on a regular basis to ensure that existing barriers are ultimately removed or other forms of accommodation are made and that new barriers are not erected.

The Executive Director of Student and Business Services and other appropriate administrators shall coordinate the evaluation.

Student Responsibilities

In order to secure the needed accommodations the student must inform the school of his or her disability. This “self-disclosure” must follow the procedures outlined below.

Provide Verification

Long-Term Disability

Students with long-term disabilities who seek accommodations must provide the Seminaries with professional documentation, certified by any of the following licensed practitioners: physician, psychologist, audiologist, speech pathologist, rehabilitation counselor, physical therapist, occupational therapist, learning disability specialist, or any other health care provider who is qualified to diagnose the disability in question. The documentation must be based on tests that are normed to the adult level and provide the information that is needed to pinpoint substantial limitations. The student must bear the cost of evaluation and verification.

Documentation of a learning disability should include the following:
1. Documentation prepared by a qualified professional;
2. Testing procedures and instruments used to diagnose the student’s present level of functioning in the achievement areas affected by the disability.
3. The data provided should clearly indicate the need for accommodations and a list of specific accommodations that will aid the student.

Temporary Condition

Although the Acts do not extend legal coverage to temporary impairments, conditions or injuries, within our limited resources, the Seminaries seek to work with any student who has some kind of physical, mental or health limitation posed by an occurrence in his/her life. The guidelines for verifying a temporary condition are generally the same as those for verifying a long-term disability, however, documentation for a temporary condition must be no older than 60 days and should indicate the nature and expected duration of the condition.

Documentation Processing

All documentation should be delivered to the Director of Student Development of the school in which the student is enrolled. The student must include a signed “Release of Information Statement,” allowing the Seminaries to inform key personnel (see confidentiality section for more detail) of relevant information regarding the student. The Director of Student Development has “Release of Information” forms available. The Seminaries reserve the right to request further documentation if that provided by the student is deemed inadequate. The student shall bear the cost of supplemental evaluations and documentation. If the Seminaries wish to secure a second opinion regarding the disability of a student, then the Seminaries shall bear the cost.

1. Schedule a meeting with the Director of Student Development and complete an academic accommodations plan, designed and established by the student and the Director of Student Development.
2. Contact his or her instructors and provide a copy of the academic accommodations plan after the documentation has been submitted. Ideally this process will take place after admission and before the end of the first drop/add period that applies to the course(s) for the student’s first session of studies; however, there will be instances where the student is both taking courses and getting documentation of the disability. In these cases the student must inform his/her instructors as early in the session as possible in order to secure timely accommodations.
3. Work in cooperation with the Director of Student Development, advisor and the instructors in implementing the academic accommodations plan.
4. Any grievance involving questions around disabilities and instructional accommodations should first be addressed between student and instructor. If this does not work then the grievance procedure in place at each Seminary should be followed.

Admissions Office/Educational Policies & Advisory Committee Responsibilities

No representative of the Seminaries may ask a candidate if he or she has a disability; nonetheless, the admissions offices should do three sets of things with diligence and sensitivity:
1. Make information about the Seminaries’ disability services and procedures readily available to all prospective students
2. Introduce newly matriculated students with disabilities to the Director of Student Development
3. Facilitate comfortable and expedient self-disclosure on the part of students with disabilities.

The following guidelines are suggested:
1. Encourage students with disabilities to contact the Director of Student Development as early as possible to better ensure that they receive appropriate accommodations in a timely manner.
2. Be familiar with the contents of this policy and procedure document, and make this document available to students upon request.
3. Convey any relevant information to the Director of Student Development.

Faculty Responsibilities

Faculty members shall do their part to ensure that students with disabilities receive the accommodations they need, as determined by the student’s academic accommodations plan. Faculty should keep the following guidelines in mind:

1. Include in the course syllabus a statement indicating that disability services are available to students who qualify for such services.
2. The statement should include the name, extension number, and e-mail address of the Director of Student Development.
3. If a recommended accommodation does not seem appropriate to the faculty member, s/he may choose to discuss his/her concerns with the student.
4. If the student and the faculty member are unable to resolve the matter to their mutual satisfaction, the student is directed to notify the Director of Student Development, who will investigate the matter and attempt to informally resolve the disagreement between the student and the faculty member.

Process for Policy Revision

The Office of the Academic Dean of each Seminary is responsible for official interpretation of this policy. Policy changes will be reviewed and approved by the Joint Faculty Meeting. Final approval of any changes rests with each partner Seminary’s Board of Trustees after the faculty of each partner Seminary approves and recommends them to the Board. Reasonable changes in policies, procedures, and practices shall be made, if necessary, to protect individuals from discrimination. The Presidents, the Academic Deans, and all the employees are responsible for ensuring compliance with the requirements contained in section 35.107 of the Department of Justice regulations.
Ministry Formation

The Bethany Catalog is the primary source of information on academic policies. The following policies supplement those described in the catalog.

MINISTRY FORMATION SEQUENCE DOCUMENTS

To download Ministry Formation Sequence documents, go to the Seminary Academic Services Moodle Page. https://moodle.acs.earlham.edu/mod/page/view.php?id=59432. Documents are available in pdf format. Further questions concerning the Ministry Formation Sequence can be addressed by the Ministry Formation Office. Curricular requirements are listed in the current Bethany Theological Seminar catalog.

TIMELINE FOR MINISTRY FORMATION

Please note the following process for securing Ministry Formation sites for the academic year:

1. **Academic Pre-requisites:**
   a. A minimum of 24 credit hours, which must include F-108 (Integrating the Call and Culture of Ministry), Introduction to Theological Reflection, a Ministry Studies course, and a Biblical Studies course.

2. **Initial Notification:**
   a. Students wishing to participate in Ministry Formation must contact the Ministry Formation faculty by Thanksgiving Break the prior year to enroll in the class, indicating their interest.
   b. Students must complete and submit Ministry Formation Sequence documents by Feb. 1st of the year prior to registration for Ministry Formation or Ministry Formation Elective.

3. **Approval Process:**
   a. BTS teaching faculty will discuss students’ Ministry Formation readiness at their first February faculty meeting. The Ministry Formation faculty will notify each student of the faculty’s decision.

   This process must be completed by the beginning of April. If the student already has a site, a job description and other paperwork must be submitted by the above date.

   Faculty will consider site placements during the April Faculty Meeting. Students whose sites and supervisors are approved by Faculty will be given a formal agreement, which is to be signed by the student, someone designated by the site as the approved supervisor, and the Ministry Formation faculty on behalf of Bethany. The beginning of the last week of April is the deadline for returning the signed agreement.

4. **Healthy Relationships Seminar**
   a. All students must participate in the Healthy Relationships Seminar prior to any Ministry Formation placement. The seminar is offered at the seminary prior to the end of Semester II and is offered via synchronous video participation for the convenience of persons not able to attend in person.
   b. If a student can produce evidence of participation in a denominationally led pastoral ethics seminar (within the past two years) they may apply to be excused from this requirement.

MINISTRY FORMATION PLACEMENT CLOSURE POLICY (BTS)

A Minister-in-Training must follow the closure policy recommended for any person in pastoral leadership who leaves a ministry setting unless if the student is a member of the congregation/ministry setting in which they are doing their Ministry Formation experience, or if the student is a “regular” employee of that congregation/ministry setting.

The Manual of Organization and Policy (available on the Church of the Brethren website), highlights within Chapter 4 on “The Local Church,” the importance of observing the boundaries of professional closure. This closure, described in the Manual of Organization and Policy, is intended to facilitate a healthy relationship between the church and the minister. Pastor(s) are encouraged to establish boundaries in a manner that is collaborative and open, including a plan of change and care for the minister’s transition.

Ministry Formation faculty and the student’s Teaching Committee and Leadership Team that this portion of the educational process has come to a close. Giving public recognition to the service of those in your congregation who have partnered with you in this educational endeavor is a good practice.

If you, your supervisor, or members of the ministry setting have further questions, please contact the Ministry Formation Office at Bethany Theological Seminary.

GUIDELINES FOR RECEIVING MINISTRY FORMATION ELECTIVE CREDIT FOR PAST MINISTRY EXPERIENCE (F202)

1. **Conditions for using past ministry experience for credit:**
   a. This provision is primarily for those persons who come into the MDiv program with previous extensive full-time ministerial experience.
   b. Ministry assignment completed within three (3) years of request to use past experience.
   c. Ministry must be a total of 400 hours or more of ministry practice.
   d. Availability of pastor(s) on site, a local ministerial colleague, district executive, overseer, or district ministerial committee to attest to the minister’s growth and learning in the practice of ministry; this person should also be able to assess the minister’s strengths in ministry and areas for needed learning.
   e. Availability of small group (5-6 people) from ministry site who can attest to how the minister’s practice of ministry was experienced including strengths and areas of needed learning; and
   f. Artifacts describing or showing the areas of ministry engaged in by the minister. (e.g., job descriptions, Sunday bulletins, committee minutes, diary of ministerial activities, etc.).

2. **Process for enrollment in F202:**
   a. Student speaks with faculty advisor and Ministry Formation faculty concerning prior ministry experience credit. Ministry Formation faculty must approve the use of the experience.
   b. Student registers for F202.

3. **Written Requirements - Reflection Paper:**
   a. A 25-30 page paper will be submitted to the Ministry Formation faculty and the student’s faculty advisor for evaluation. This paper will contain the following elements:
      - A thorough description of the ministry assignment(s), the time of service, how the ministry assignment helped you to grow as a ministering person, etc.;
      - A report from the pastor, ministerial colleague, district executive or ministry commission describing the minister’s growth in practice, professional issues that arose during the minister’s tenure, and assessment of the minister’s strengths and areas for additional learning (guidelines below);
      - A report from a small group receiving ministry from the minister describing the ways they have seen the person practicing ministry, areas of professional growth and maturity, and skills/areas requiring more learning (guidelines below); and
      - An extended reflection by the minister on his/her work in the setting addressing the following questions:
         - What is your definition of ministry growing out of these experiences? Illustrate and elaborate your definition from your work;
         - How does this definition fit in relationship to the various sources of authority and guidance the church used to interpret practice? (i.e., scripture, the church’s history and doctrine, the cultural context, and personal experience);
         - Are you satisfied with the way your
understanding of ministry stands within the tradition, as you understand it? Why? Why not?

• What are your most significant learnings from this ministry experience?
• How did this experience clarify your call to ministry?
• What do you need to learn next to be a more effective and faithful minister?

4. Interview with Ministry Formation faculty and Minister-in-Training’s Advisor:

• When the paper is completed and submitted to the Ministry Formation office in triplicate, the student schedules an interview with the Ministry Formation faculty and the minister-in-training’s advisor. During the interview, significant learnings and issues will be discussed and a plan for continuing learning will be developed.

5. Receiving Credit:

• Ministry Formation Elective credit for the past ministry experience will be determined by the Ministry Formation faculty and the minister-in-training’s advisor. This option will be worth three hours of credit. Granting of credit may include additional work by the minister as specified by the Ministry Formation faculty and faculty advisor at the time of the interview.

6. Evaluation:

• A summary of the interview, the learning plan and the record of the credit/noncredit evaluation will be placed in the ministry formation student file, in the Ministry Formation Office.

7. Fees:

• All tuition and fees apply.
**Fair Use and Copyright Best Practices Guidelines for Faculty, Staff, and Students**

**GENERAL PRACTICES**

- Always use copyrighted works owned or obtained by Earlham Libraries whenever possible. Personal copies are not the preferred source for materials.
- Keep in mind that ownership of a copy of a work (having legally purchased something) is not the same as ownership of the underlying copyright for what has been purchased.
- Always provide attribution when using copyrighted materials (articles, essays, excerpts from books, and all types of media), giving the proper citation information in presentations, bulletins, and all forms of writing.
- Post a statement about use of copyrighted materials in each course within Moodle, such as: “COPYRIGHT NOTICE: The materials on this course Web site are only for the use of students enrolled in this course for purposes associated with this course and may not be further disseminated.”
- Always limit access to copyrighted materials via course-specific password protection (e.g. in courses within Moodle), use technology protections to prevent downloading and distribution, and educate students not to duplicate or distribute.
- Always determine the setting/context in which copyrighted material will be used: classroom, chapel, sermon, Sunday School, public event, etc. Fair use typically applies to the classroom, chapel, sermon, Sunday School, public event, etc. Fair use typically applies to the classroom, chapel, sermon, Sunday School, public event, etc.
- Always obtain public performance rights if planning to screen a film/DVD/video for more than the students enrolled in a course. Viewings in the context of churches, youth groups, and other church-related events are also subject to copyright laws. Church is typically not considered an educational context, and thus sermons do not typically qualify as “fair use.”
- Always use copyrighted works owned or obtained by Earlham Libraries or otherwise legally acquired.
- Always provide copyright attribution when using copyrighted materials (articles, essays, excerpts from books, and all types of media), giving the proper citation information in presentations, bulletins, and all forms of writing.
- Always determine the setting/context in which copyrighted material will be used: classroom, chapel, sermon, Sunday School, public event, etc. Fair use typically applies to the classroom, chapel, sermon, Sunday School, public event, etc.
- Always obtain public performance rights if planning to screen a film/DVD/video for more than the students enrolled in a course. Viewings in the context of churches, youth groups, and other church-related events are also subject to copyright laws. Church is typically not considered an educational context, and thus sermons do not typically qualify as “fair use.”

"**HOW MUCH CAN I USE?**

**FAIR USE PRACTICES**

According to US Copyright Office: “Under the fair use doctrine of the US copyright statute, it is permissible to use limited portions of a work including quotes, for purposes such as commentary, criticism, news reporting, and scholarly reports. There are no legal rules permitting the use of a specific number of words, a certain number of musical notes, or percentage of a work. Whether a particular use qualifies as fair use depends on all the circumstances.”

- Always use copyrighted materials in a classroom, chapel, sermon, Sunday School, public event, etc. Fair use typically applies to the classroom, chapel, sermon, Sunday School, public event, etc.
- Always determine the format in which your use of copyrighted material will occur: written (of various genres), oral presentation, presentation with slides, etc.
- Always determine whether use of copyrighted material is appropriately under "fair use" or not. These are: purpose of the use; nature of the copyrighted material; amount copied; effect on the market for original. See the Fair Use Checklist contained within this document for more detail.
- While the Four Factors are helpful, practices based on broader academic library community and legal precedents suggest that “less is always best” when using copyrighted works for educational purposes, including scholarly research or teaching.
- A helpful (and humorous) illustration of fair use called “A FairlyY Use Tale” can be found at [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjN_ (C4FNDo)]. A detailed 2012 report from the Association of Research Libraries on Fair Use is available.

**Guidelines for “amounts” of material that can be used (remember: “less is best”):**

- **Print Materials, owned or obtained by Earlham Libraries or otherwise legally acquired**
  - Books, without chapters or fewer than 10 chapters (including collection of essays): 10%.
  - Books, with 10 or more chapters: one chapter.
  - A single article in a single journal issue, magazine issue, or newspaper issue.
  - A short story (i.e. a work of fiction) or a short poem. Use of poetry and short stories, especially in public or reprinting, can be complicated and expensive.
  - The Four Factors apply to audiovisual content as well.
  - The same permission extends to: “university film and media studies students,” “documentary filmmaking,” and “noncommercial videos.”
  - See US Copyright Office, Section 1201 Exemptions to Prohibition Against Circumvention of Technological Measures Protecting Copyrighted Works.
  - See Music Publishers FAQ (http://www.mpa.org/content/copyright-faq) for more information on photocopying print scores.
  - A digital audio file owned or obtained by Earlham Libraries or otherwise legally acquired may be available to students via systems that limit access to students enrolled in the course. The Music Library Association (http://copyright. musiclibrariansassoc.org) offers additional copyright resources.

**Audiovisual Content on DVDs or other media (Films, Television, etc) and Music**

- It is permissible for all instructors to extract short clips from DVDs for educational purposes. Note that clips do not constitute wholesale streaming of audiovisual material and it does not cover the entirety of the work.
- The Four Factors apply to audiovisual content as well.
- The same permission extends to: “university film and media studies students,” “documentary filmmaking,” and “noncommercial videos.”
- See US Copyright Office, Section 1201 Exemptions to Prohibition Against Circumvention of Technological Measures Protecting Copyrighted Works.
- See Music Publishers FAQ (http://www.mpa.org/content/copyright-faq) for more information on photocopying print scores.
- A digital audio file owned or obtained by Earlham Libraries or otherwise legally acquired may be available to students via systems that limit access to students enrolled in the course. The Music Library Association (http://copyright. musiclibrariansassoc.org) offers additional copyright resources.
• Music in chapel and at events
  - The same guidelines as above apply, but with additional concerns.
  - When using music (whether lyrics, notes, or both) in the context of singing and worship (but not a concert or performance), it is important to include the appropriate copyright license information either on the projected screen or on the bulletin or both. Bethany Theological Seminary has two different licenses for music use: CCLI (#1967782) and OneLicense (#A-72650). If you are not doing this as part of the Bethany community, then your organization needs to use its own license numbers.
  - When using music in chapel or at events, please consult the databases on the websites for CCLI and OneLicense to verify that the song(s) is covered. If it is not in the database, then it is not covered. It does not matter whether it appears in the hymnal or other printed songbooks. The song must appear in at least one of these databases in order to be covered by Bethany’s license.
  - Typically, if the music publisher is covered in the database, then all of the publisher’s songs are covered.
  - If the song is not in either database, then it cannot be used legally without other permissions being obtained.
  - If the chapel service (or other event containing worship) is webcast, streamed, or made available as a podcast, the OneLicense covers the use (same license #) and we have a different license number with CCLI (#CSPLO62429). OneLicense is valid for as many as 100 people while the CCLI is valid for up to 199 people. Again, if you are not doing this as part of the Bethany community, then your organization needs to use its own license numbers.
  - The largest music database is BMI. Licenses or single-use fees are available for materials that may not be covered by the more traditionally church music oriented licensing groups, CCLI and OneLicense.

• Public Domain
  - Some works are considered to be in the “public domain” and therefore not governed by copyright regulations.
  - There are a few clear principles to determine if something is “public domain”.
  - Anything published prior to 1923 is in the “public domain”.
  - Typically, copyright expires 70 years after the death of the author.
  - Anything published after 1975 may or may not be in the “public domain” depending on whether the original copyright was renewed or not.
  - Cornell University has developed a helpful chart for determining if something is in the “public domain”. See: https://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm
  - Stating “Public Domain,” when appropriate, replaces the copyright, license, or permissions notice (on presentations, in bulletins, or in courses within Moodle).

Questions about copyright, fair use, permissions, and copyright compliance should be addressed to the following:
Steven Schweitzer, Academic Dean, 765.983.1815
Neal Baker, Library Director, 765.983.3135

Fair Use Checklist for Conducting an Analysis before using Copyrighted Materials

This checklist is designed to assist you in applying the balancing test for determining whether you may make or distribute copies of works protected by copyright without having to obtain permission of the copyright holder. It is recommended that you complete and retain a copy of this form in connection with each “fair use” of a copyrighted work.

Name: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________

Class or Project: ____________________________________________________________

Title of Copyrighted Work: ____________________________________________________

Portion to be used (e.g. pages, video time): ______________________________________

DIRECTIONS:
Check all boxes that apply. For each of the four sections below, determine whether that factor favors or disfavors fair use. Where the factors favor fair use outnumber the factors against it, reliance on the fair use exception is justified. Where less than half of the factors favor fair use, permission should be obtained before copying or disseminating copies of the work. Select the appropriate final box at the end. Where the factors appear evenly split or you have questions about interpretation, please contact one of the identified individuals on the Best Practices Guidelines.

PURPOSE OF THE WORK

Favoring Fair Use:
- Educational
  - Teaching
- Research, Scholarship
  - Criticism, Comment
- Transformational or Productive use (changes work to serve a new purpose)
- Nonprofit use

Disfavoring Fair Use:
- Commercial, entertainment or other
- Non-transformative, verbatim/exact copy
- Profit-generating use

NATURE OF THE COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

Favoring Fair Use:
- Factual, nonfiction, news
- Published work

Disfavoring Fair Use:
- Creative (art, music, fashion) or consumable (workbooks, tests) work
- Unpublished work
Favoring Fair Use:
- Small quantity (e.g. a single chapter or journal article or other excerpt consisting of less than 10% of entire work)
- Portion used is not central to entire work
- Amount is appropriate to education purpose (not more than is needed)

Disfavoring Fair Use:
- Large portion or entire work
- Portion used is central or the "heart" of the work
- More than is necessary is used

Favoring Fair Use:
- No significant effect on market or potential market for copyrighted work
- One or few copies made and/or distributed
- No longer in print; absence of licensing mechanism
- Restricted access (limited to students in one class or other appropriate group)
- One-time use, spontaneous use (no time to obtain permission)
- Reasonably available licensing mechanism available (CCC or off-prints)

Disfavoring Fair Use:
- Cumulative effect of copying would be to substitute for purchase
- Numerous copies made and/or distributed
- Use will make it publicly available on Web or other means of broad distribution
- Repeated or long-term use

RESULT OF ANALYSIS FOR THIS COPYRIGHTED WORK

Favors Fair Use
Disfavors Fair Use

Adapted from Fair Use Analysis Checklist created by Cornell University
So that the world flourishes
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